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Installation
Oven Description & Specifications
ABOUT THE Hydrovection
Blodgett Hydrovection ovens are quality produced using
high-grade stainless steel with first class workmanship.

The practical oven doors, with viewing windows, have a
wide swing radius and handle which can be operated easily, even with wet or greasy hands.

The multiple speed fan, which is guarded against accidental finger contact, is driven by a quiet and powerful
motor. The condenser draws out excess moisture from
the appliance. Condensation and waste water, which result during hydro cooking and cleaning, are continuously
drained.

Ease of operation is guaranteed through the simple arrangement of the controls. Graphic symbols make the
appliance easy for even inexperienced kitchen staff to
operate. A third function, the Cool Down mode, allows the
oven cavity to cool down rapidly with the door opened.
Cleaning is kept to a minimum. The interior is sprayed
with a self-acting cleaning solution which interacts with
humidity to easily remove crusts and stains. The oven is
designed for easy care and is welded water tight so that
the internal cooking cavity may be rinsed with a hose after
the cleaning process.

The use of high quality insulation impedes excessive heat
radiation and saves energy.
The Hydrovection has optional adjustable legs which
adapt easily to slightly uneven surfaces and optional floor
stands which are designed for use with all of the table
models.

plumbing specifications
WATER
Water pressure

30 PSI (207 kPa) minimum

Water connection
Water pressure regulator setting
Minimum requirements

50 PSI (345 kPa) maximum
3/4” garden hose - Cold water only
Preset to 30 PSI (207 kPa)
TDS: 40-125 ppm
Hardness: 35-100 ppm
Chlorides: <25 ppm
Silica: <13 ppm
Chlorine: <0.2 ppm
Chloramine: <0.2 ppm
pH: 7.0-8.5

DRAINAGE
Drain type
Drain connection
Maximum water drain temperature

Atmospheric Vented Drain
1” NPT Male
140°F (60°C)
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Installation
Oven Description & Specifications
ratings - HV-100G & HVH-100G
gas input
voltage
Phase
amps
Type of gas
Natural
60,000 BTU/Hr
115
1
10
208/240
1
5
Propane
60,000 BTU/Hr
115
1
10
208/240
1
5
3/4” NPT connector for all U.S. and Canadian installations

Motor
3/4 HP 208-240VAC, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz
3/4 HP 208-240VAC, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz

ratings- HV-100E & HVH-100E
voltage

hz

kW

Phase

208
240
440*
480

60
60
60
60

15
15
15
15

3
3
3
3

max load (amps
L1
38
34
20
18

* HV-100E model only
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L2
38
34
18
17

L2
38
34
18
17

Motor
3/4 HP 208-240VAC, 50/60 Hz
3/4 HP 208-240VAC, 50/60 Hz
3/4 HP 208-240VAC, 50/60 Hz
3/4 HP 208-240VAC, 50/60 Hz

Installation
Utility Connections - Standards and Codes
THE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED
HEREIN ARE FOR THE USE OF QUALIFIED INSTALLATION AND SERVICE PERSONNEL ONLY. INSTALLATION OR SERVICE BY OTHER THAN QUALIFIED
PERSONNEL MAY RESULT IN DAMAGE TO THE OVEN
AND/OR INJURY TO THE OPERATOR.

U.S. and Canadian Installations

Qualified installation personnel are individuals, a firm,
a corporation, or a company which either in person or
through a representative are engaged in, and are responsible for:

Reference: National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70-Latest Edition and/or Canadian Electrical Code CSA C22.1
as applicable.

•

The installation or replacement of gas piping. The
connection, installation, repair or servicing of equipment.

•

The installation of electrical wiring from the electric
meter, main control box or service outlet to the electric appliance.

Installation must conform with local codes, or in the absence of local codes, with the National Fuel Gas Code,
NFPA54/ANSI Z223.1-Latest Edition, the Natural Gas Installation Code CAN/CGA-B149.1 or the Propane Installation Code, CAN/CGA-B149.2 as applicable.

This equipment is to be installed in compliance with the
Basic Plumbing Code of the Building Officials and Code
Administrators International Inc. (BOCA) and the Food
Service Sanitation Manual of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
Appliance is to be installed with backflow prevention in
accordance with applicable federal, province and local
codes.

Qualified installation personnel must be experienced in
such work, be familiar with all precautions required and
have complied with all requirements of state or local authorities having jurisdiction.

General Export Installations
Installation must conform with Local and National installation standards. Local installation codes and/or requirements may vary. If you have any questions regarding the
proper installation and/or operation of your appliance,
please contact your local distributor. If you do not have
a local distributor, please call Blodgett at 0011-802-6586600.
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Installation
Oven Location and Ventilation
owner’s responsibilities

ventilation

Installation responsibilities prior to service startup inspection

The necessity for a properly designed and installed ventilation system cannot be over emphasized. The ventilation
system will allow the unit to function properly while removing unwanted vapors and products of combustion from
the operating area.

You are entitled to a free start-up inspection service by
our factory ASAP. Before a factory representative arrives
to perform a startup procedure, the owner must already
have satisfied the following requirements.

The appliance must be vented with a properly designed
mechanically driven exhaust hood. The hood should be
sized to completely cover the equipment plus an overhang of at least 6” (15 cm) on all sides not adjacent to a
wall. The capacity of the hood should be sized appropriately and provisions made for adequate makeup air.

1. Oven(s) are uncrated, stacked (if applies) and put in
place.
NOTE: Please refer to Leg Attachment and Stacking.
Maximum shelf loading - 60 lbs (27.3 Kg)

WARNING!!

OVEN LOCATION

Failure to properly vent the oven can be hazardous to the health of the operator; and will
result in operational problems, unsatisfactory
baking, and possible damage to the equipment. Damage sustained as a direct result of
improper ventilation will not be covered by the
Manufacturer’s warranty.

The well planned and proper placement of your oven will
result in long term operator convenience and satisfactory
performance.
Certain minimum clearances must be maintained between the oven and any combustible or non-combustible
construction. See the table below.

•

Oven body sides - 12” (30cm)

When installed in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
this appliance must be interlocked with the hood exhaust
system so that the appliance may be operated only when
the hood exhaust system is running.

•

Oven body back - 12” (30cm)

U.S. and Canadian Installations

In addition, the following clearances are recommended
for servicing.

Oven
Model
HV-100E &
HVH-100E
HV-100G &
HVH-100G

Refer to your local ventilation codes. In the absence of
local codes, refer to the National ventilation code titled,
“Standard for the Installation of Equipment for the Removal of Smoke and Grease Laden Vapors from Commercial
Cooking Equipment”, NFPA-96- Latest Edition.

MINIMUM REQUIRED CLEARANCES
Right Side
Left Side
Back
0” (0mm)
0” (0mm)
6”
(152.4mm)
0” (0mm)
0” (0mm)
6”
(152.4mm)

General Export Installations
Installation must conform with Local and National installation standards. Local installation codes and/or requirements may vary. If you have any questions regarding the
proper installation and/or operation of your unit, please
contact your local distributor. If you do not have a local
distributor, please call Blodgett at 0011-802-658-6600.
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Installation
Leg Attachment
leg options

attachment
1. Align the threaded stud on one of the front legs to the
bolt hole located in the bottom corner of the
appliance. Turn the leg clockwise and tighten to the
nearest full turn.
2. Align the leg plate holes with the bolt holes. Secure
with the two 1/2” bolts provided.
3. Repeat the above steps with the other front leg. If
casters are used, install them with the locking casters
in the front of the oven. The rear casters do not lock.
Ensure that the locks are set on the front casters.

25” (635mm) Adjustable Leg

4. Tip the oven up on the newly installed front legs. If
casters are used, check that the locks are set on
the front casters. Repeat the above steps for the
rear legs.
5. Level the oven by screwing the adjustable feet in or
out as necessary.
8-1/2” (216mm) Leg with
Casters, Adjustable Feet, or Seismic Feet

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Installation
Caster Attachment
casters for single ovens

Profile Casters for double stack ovens

1. Attach the legs as described.

1. Place a level on the floor where the casters are to
rest.

2. Pry the adjustable feet out of the legs.

2. Place shims under the low side until it is level.

3. Insert one caster into each leg as shown. Tighten the
lock nuts to secure the casters.

3. Mount the shims between the casters and the oven
as follows:
a. Align the shims and caster holes with the bolt
holes.

Adjustable
Leg Foot

b. Secure with the 1/2” bolts provided.
NOTE: Install them with the locking casters in the
front of the oven. The rear casters do not
lock. Ensure that the locks are set on the
front casters.

Caster Assembly

4.

Tip the oven up on the newly installed casters.

Figure 3

Add shims
as necessary

Floor
Exaggerated for clarity

Figure 4
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Installation
Stacking
1. Attach the legs or casters to the bottom oven.

WARNING!!

2. Place the top oven on the bottom oven. Be sure all
four sides are flush.

Stacking should be performed by qualified
installation personnel only. The ovens are
heavy. Take care to use proper tools and techniques when lifting and stacking units.

Stacking
Bracket

3. Bolt the two ovens together from behind using the
stacking brackets.

Stacking
Bracket

Rear View HV-100E & HVH-100E

Stacking
Bracket

Rear View HV-100G & HVH-100G

Figure 5
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Installation
Plumbing Connections
Water Connection

Specific water/drain connection for City of Los Angeles

NOTE: Must use COLD WATER ONLY.

1. Each drain line from the appliance shall be routed
without dips or sags to terminate above the flood level
rim of an approved indirect waste receptor.

Connect the appliance to quality water via a pressure
hose with 3/4” GHT (19mm) couplings. See Figure 6 for
connections. A shut off valve is to be provided adjacent to
the oven.

2. The appliance shall be installed in accordance with
the manufacturer’s printed instructions and the LAPC
and LAMC, 1999 editions.

WARNING!!
Operating the appliance without a water pressure regulator installed will invalidate your
warranty.

3. A backflow protection device may be required by local codes. If so, install on the potable water system
directly ahead of the appliance. The backflow protection device shall be any of the following: an approved
pressure type vacuum breaker installed at least 12”
above the highest point of use, a double check valve
backflow preventer or a reduced pressure principal
backflow preventer.

This product must be installed by a licensed Plumber or
Gas Fitter when installed within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
Drain Connection
The drain should be run to an open floor drain avoiding
flexible hose that could sag and allow trapped water to
accumulate. The customer must supply the piping from
the oven to the drain.

HV-100G & HVH-100G

HV-100E & HVH-100E

A = Electrical Connection
B = Gas Connection
C = Water Connection
Filtered Water highly recommended
D = Drain Connection

Figure 6
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Installation
Electrical Connections
All Models

Electric Models

NOTE: Electrical connections must be performed by a
qualified installer only.

A strain relief for the power supply cord is provided. The
installer must supply a cord that meets all Local and National installation standards.

Before making any electrical connections to these appliances, check that the power supply is adequate for the
voltage, amperage, and phase requirements stated on
the rating name plate mounted on the appliance.

Gas Models
U.S. and Canadian Installations
A power cord (115V units only) is supplied with a plug attached. Plug the power cord into the desired receptacle.

The circuit breaker that is used to provide power to this
appliance must have a minimum of .076” (3mm) contact
spacing. The circuit breaker must meet all Local and National installation standards.

This oven model uses a variable frequency inverter
drive. Appliances that use variable frequency inverter
drives produce high frequency noise and require filters
and shielded motor cabling. This causes higher leakage
current toward Earth Ground. Especially, at the moment
of switching ON this can cause an inadvertent trip of the
appliance’s ground fault interrupter (GFCI). Some GFCIs
are more sensitive than others. Blodgett has qualified the
Pass and Seymour brand, part number 2095, 20 A, 125
VAC, 60 Hz, specification grade GFCI duplex receptacle
as being immune to the variable frequency inverter drive’s
noise. Blodgett recommends using this specific GFCI for
this model oven.

All appliances must be installed in accordance with Local
or National Electrical codes.
A wiring schematic is located on the inside of the removeable side panel.
NOTE: Disconnect the power supply to the appliance
before servicing.
WARNING!!
Improper installation may invalidate your warranty.

WARNING!!
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by a special cord or assembly available
from the manufacturer or its service agent.
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Installation
Gas Connection
gas piping

Maximum Capacity of Iron Pipe in Cubic Feet of
Natural Gas Per Hour

A properly sized gas supply system is essential for maximum oven performance. Piping should be sized to provide a supply of gas sufficient to meet the maximum demand of all appliances on the line without loss of pressure
at the equipment.

(Pressure drop of 0.5 Inch W.C.)
Nominal Size, Inches
3/4”
1”
1-1/4” 1-1/2”
2”
10
360
680
1400 2100 3950
20
250
465
950
1460 2750
30
200
375
770
1180 2200
40
170
320
660
990
1900
50
151
285
580
900
1680
60
138
260
530
810
1520
70
125
240
490
750
1400
80
118
220
460
690
1300
90
110
205
430
650
1220
100
103
195
400
620
1150
From the National Fuel Gas Code Part 10 Table 10-2
Pipe
Length (ft)

Example:
NOTE: BTU values in the following example are for
natural gas.
You purchase the HV-100G to add to your existing cook
line.
1. Add the BTU rating of your current appliances.
Pitco Fryer

120,000 BTU

6 Burner Range

60,000 BTU

Deck Oven

50,000 BTU

Total

230,000 BTU

2. Add the BTU rating of the new oven to the total.
Previous Total

230,000 BTU

HV-100G

60,000 BTU

New Total

290,000 BTU

Maximum Capacity of Pipe in Thousands of
BTU/hr of Undiluted L.P. Gas at 11” W.C.
(Pressure drop of 0.5 Inch W.C.)

3. Measure the distance from the gas meter to the cook
line. This is the pipe length. Let’s say the pipe length
is 40’ (12.2 m) and the pipe size is 1” (2.54 cm).

Outside Diameter, Inches
3/4”
1”
1-1/2”
10
608
1146
3525
20
418
788
2423
30
336
632
1946
40
287
541
1665
50
255
480
1476
60
231
435
1337
70
215
404
1241
80
198
372
1144
90
187
351
1079
100
175
330
1014
From the National Fuel Gas Code Part 10 Table 10-15
Pipe
Length (ft)

4. Use the appropriate table to determine the total capacity of your current gas piping.
The total capacity for this example is 375,000 BTU. Since
the total required gas pressure, 290,000 BTU is less than
375,000 BTU, the current gas piping will not have to be
increased.
NOTE: The BTU capacities given in the tables are for
straight pipe lengths only. Any elbows or other
fittings will decrease pipe capacities. Contact
your local gas supplier if you have any questions.
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Installation
Gas Connection
pressure regulation and testing

Prior to connecting the appliance, gas lines should be
thoroughly purged of all metal filings, shavings, pipe
dope, and other debris. After connection, the appliance
must be checked for correct gas pressure.

The gas pressure to the appliance must be rated for each
appliance while the burners are on. A sufficient gas pressure must be present at the inlet to satisfy these conditions. Refer to the table below for correct gas pressure.

U.S. and Canadian Installations
Installation must conform with local codes, or in the absence of local codes, with the National Fuel Gas Code,
NFPA54/ANSI Z223.1-Latest Edition, the Natural Gas Installation Code CAN/CGA-B149.1 or the Propane Installation Code, CAN/CGA-B149.2 as applicable.

Each appliance has been adjusted at the factory to operate with the type of gas specified on the rating plate.
Each oven is supplied with a regulator to maintain the
proper gas pressure. The regulator is essential to the
proper operation of the oven and should not be removed.

General Export Installations

DO NOT INSTALL AN ADDITIONAL REGULATOR
WHERE THE UNIT CONNECTS TO THE GAS SUPPLY
UNLESS THE INLET PRESSURE IS GREATER THAN
14” W.C. (1/2 PSI) (37mbar).

Installation must conform with Local and National installation standards. Local installation codes and/or requirements may vary. If you have any questions regarding the
proper installation and/or operation of your appliance,
please contact your local distributor. If you do not have a
local distributor, please call Blodgett Combi at 0011-802658-6600.

The oven and its individual shutoff valve must be disconnected from the gas supply piping system during any
pressure testing of that system at test pressures in excess of 1/2 psig (3.45kPa).
The oven must be isolated from the gas supply piping
system by closing its individual manual shutoff valve during any pressure testing of the gas piping system at test
pressures equal or less than 1/2 psig (3.45kPa).

Gas Type
Natural
Propane

GAS PRESSURE - HV-100G
Inlet Pressure
Orifice Size at Sea Level
7” W.C.
.085” dia
14” W.C.
.063” dia
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Manifold Pressure
3.5” W.C.
10” W.C.

Installation
Gas Hose Restraint
U.S. and Canadian installations

If the appliance is mounted on casters, a commercial flexible connector with a minimum of 3/4” (1.9 cm) inside diameter must be used along with a quick connect device.

The connector must comply with the Standard for Connectors for Movable Gas Appliances, ANSI Z21.69 or
Connectors For Moveable Gas Appliances CAN/CGA6.16 and a quick disconnect device that complies with the
Standard for Quick-Disconnect Devices for Use With Gas
Fuel, ANSI Z21.41 or Quick Disconnect For Use With Gas
Fuel CAN 1-6.9. Adequate means must be provided to
limit the movement of the appliance without depending
on the connection and the quick disconnect device or its
associated piping.

A restraint must be used to limit the movement of the appliance so that no strain is placed upon the flexible connector. The restraint should be fastened to the base frame
of the oven as close to the flexible connector as possible.
It should be short enough to prevent any strain on the
connector. With the restraint fully stretched the connector
should be easy to install and quick connect.
The restraint (ie: heavy gauge cable) should be attached
without damaging the building. DO NOT use the gas piping or electrical conduit for the attachment of the permanent end of the restraint! Use anchor bolts in concrete or
cement block. On wooden walls, drive hi test wood lag
screws into the studs of the wall.

A drip leg must be used at each appliance. Refer to
NFPA54/ANSI Z223.1 - Latest Edition (National Fuel Gas
Code) for proper drip leg installation.
General export installations
Installation must conform with Local and National installation standards. Local installation codes and/or requirements may vary. If you have any questions regarding the
proper installation and/or operation of your appliance,
please contact your local distributor. If you do not have a
local distributor, please call Blodgett Combi at 0011-802658-6600.

WARNING!!
If the restraint is disconnected for any reason
it must be reconnected when the appliance is
returned to its original position.

Attachment Plate
(secure with leg mount bolt)

Quick Connect
Gas Hose

Gas Supply Line

Restraint

Installation of Gas Hose and Restraint
(Single Section Shown)

Figure 7
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IMPORTANT: Cable restraint should be fastened
as close as possible to the
flexible connector and short
enough to prevent any strain
on the flexible connector.
At maximum stretch of
shortened restraint, the
flexible connector should be
easy to install and quick to
connect.

Operation
Safety Information
What to do in the event of a power failure:

The information contained in this section is provided for
the use of qualified operating personnel. Qualified operating personnel are those who have carefully read the information contained in this manual, are familiar with the
functions of the oven and/or have had previous experience with the operation of the equipment described. Adherence to the procedures recommended herein will assure the achievement of optimum performance and long,
trouble-free service.

•

Turn all switches to off.

•

DO NOT attempt to operate the appliance until the
power is restored.

NOTE: In the event of a shut-down of any kind, allow a
five (5) minute shut off period before attempting
to restart the oven.
General safety tips:

Please take the time to read the following safety and
operating instructions. They are the key to the successful operation of your Blodgett oven.
SAFETY TIPS
For your safety read before operating

•

DO NOT use tools to turn off the gas control. If the
gas cannot be turned off manually do not try to repair it. Call a qualified service technician.

•

If the oven needs to be moved for any reason,
the gas must be turned off and disconnected from
the appliance before removing the restraint cable.
Reconnect the restraint after the oven has been
returned to its original location.

•

DO NOT remove the control panel cover unless the
oven is unplugged.

What to do if you smell gas:
•

DO NOT try to light any appliance.

•

DO NOT touch any electrical switches.

•

Use an exterior phone to call your gas supplier immediately.

•

If you cannot reach your gas supplier, call the fire
department.
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HVH & HV100: Systems Operation
Intended Operation: Fan System
Prompted condition: The fan activates in the event the oven control enters a cook mode or the cool
down function.

Analog (HVH, HV Smart touch control option)
1. The control prompts the IO to provide a directional signal (J2.11 [FWD], J2.12 [REV]). This signal
is 0VDC (Active Low) relative to the negative output of the DC supply. The control also prompts a
0-10VDC signal from the IO (J7.1).
a. 1.1VDC = 2Hz Stir (Fan Delay)
b. 2.0VDC = 20Hz Gentle
c. 2.5VDC = 30Hz Low
d. 3.0VDC = 40Hz High
e. 3.5VDC = 50Hz Turbo
2. Signal is received by VFD (variable frequency drive).
a. Terminal 5 (FWD)
b. Terminal 6 (REV)
c. Terminal 3 (0-10VDC)
3. Drive supplies motor with 3ø voltage from terminals U, V, and W at phase alignment and
magnitude indicative of direction and speed commands.
4. Motor turns blower wheel in designated direction at associated frequency.
5. Inverter drive recognizes motor has achieved target speed through output characteristics and
closes drive at set speed relay (VFD: n.o./com terminals).
6. IO receives confirmation signal (Active Low) at terminal j11.4, absence of this confirmation
signal generates fan error on control.

Digital (HV Manual control option)
1. The control prompts the IO to provide a directional signal (J2.11 [FWD], J2.12 [REV]). This signal
is 0VDC (Active Low) relative to the negative output of the DC supply. The control also prompts
speed signals from IO (J2.10, J2.9). Speed signals are given in the form of 2 digit binary active
low signals. J2.10 is speed bit 1 (left digit). J2.9 is speed bit 0 (right digit). 1’s indicate an active
status (low signal).
a. 00 = 20Hz
Gentle
b. 01 = 30Hz
Low
c. 10 = 40Hz
High
d. 11 = 50Hz
Turbo
2. Signal is received by VFD (variable frequency drive).
a. Terminal 5 (FWD)
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3.
4.
5.
6.

b. Terminal 6 (REV)
c. Terminal 7 (Speed Bit 0), Terminal 8 (Speed Bit 1)
Drive supplies motor with 3ø voltage from terminals U, V, and W at phase alignment and
magnitude indicative of direction and speed commands.
Motor turns blower wheel in designated direction at associated frequency.
Inverter drive recognizes motor has achieved target speed through output characteristics and
closes drive at set speed relay (VFD: n.o./com terminals).
IO receives confirmation signal (Active Low) at terminal j11.4, absence of this confirmation
signal generates fan error on control.

Notes on Operation







A direction and speed must be specified in order to initiate a run condition. On digital models
gentle is implied by 2 non-active inputs thus a directional command will initiate gentle speed.
Analog models require a DC input between 1.1-3.5VDC at terminal 3 in addition to a directional
command.
Fan reverses direction at user defined interval between 00:30 and 59:59 (MM:SS).
Speed will be locked into 40Hz (High) while in cooldown or preheat modes.
Heat cannot be engaged at speeds less than 20Hz.
Fan will not operate when door is open in cook mode. Fan will run in cooldown regardless of.
door status until target cooldown temp is achieved.

Intended Operation: Heat System
Prompted condition: The heat activates in the event the oven control enters a cook mode and cavity
temperature is lower than the current temperature set on the control.

Gas Units
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

+24VDC signal is provided from DC supply to high limit switch.
Signal is past to IO input J6.3 IO input given high limit is not tripped.
IO outputs signal from J6.4 given a call for heat is prompted.
Signal is run through onboard bus of pins J6.7 and J6.8.
Signal is received by heat enable input J20.1 on IO.
Signal is output pin J20.2 given that drive at set speed is confirmed (J11.4 0VDC) and door switch
is recognized as closed (J11.2 +24VDC).
Signal is received by heat cut off switch.
Signal is output by heat cutoff switch given switch is in the on position.
Signal engages heat relay coil.
Heat relay coil contacts 3 and 4 close supplying ignition module with call for heat signal
(terminal TH) and pressure switch with voltage on terminal C (24VAC).
Ignition module closes connection between L1 and IND terminals suppling induced draft blower
with voltage.
Induced draft blower activation changes the state of the pressure switch.
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13.
14.
15.
16.

Pressure switch activation passes confirmation signal to terminal PSW of ignition module.
Ignition module provides 24VAC signal from V1 terminal to gas solenoid, opening gas valve.
Ignition module begins sparking at electrode.
Upon ignition flame sense rod provides current feedback to terminal S1 confirming presents of
flame.
17. Ignition module maintains voltage opening gas valve solenoid until call for heat is disengaged by:
leaving cook function, opening door, or achieving target temperature.

Electric units
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

+24VDC signal is provided from DC supply to high limit switch.
Signal is past to IO input J6.3 IO input given high limit is not tripped.
IO outputs signal from J6.4 given a call for heat is prompted.
Signal is run through onboard bus of pins J6.7 and J6.8.
Signal is received by heat enable input J20.1 on IO.
Signal is output pin J20.2 given that drive at set speed is confirmed (J11.4 0VDC) and door switch
is recognized as closed (J11.2 +24VDC).
Signal is received by heat cut off switch.
Signal is output by heat cutoff switch given switch is in the on position.
Signal engages coil of heat contactor.
Heat contactor contacts close, applying power to heating elements.
Heat contactor remains engaged until call for heat is disengaged by: leaving cook function,
opening door, or achieving target temperature.

Intended Operation: Water System
Quench
The quench function ensures that water is at a suitable temperature in order to safely go down the
drain. In addition the system’s built in trap creates a vapor lock such that air does not enter or expel
through the drain opening.
1. +24VDC signal is provided from the DC supply to IO input J2.5.
2. Quench activates if drain temperature probe (J41.5 & J41.6) registers a temperature of 140°F or
greater.
3. Quench activation passes J2.5 input to output J2.6.
4. +24VDC signal activates quench solenoid.
5. Solenoid opens allowing water to fill drain trap.
6. Solenoid remains open until drain temperature probe register temperature less than 140°F.
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Spritzer
The spritzer injects water directly onto the convection fan wheel in order to humidify the cavity. The
injection rate is dependent on the desired level of humidity. The humidity can be set from 0-100% with
the following injection rates
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

0% = no spritzer activation
10% = 6s/min
20% = 12s/min
30% = 18 s/min
40% = 24 s/min
50% = 30 s/min
60% = 36 s/min
70% = 42 s/min
80% = 48 s/min
90% = 54s/min
100% = always active

Intended Operation: Venting System
The vent system is intended to release excess moisture from spritzer injection and/or generated by
cooking of product. Helix Systems expedite this process by forcing exchange through the system.

Standard Ventilation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

+24VDC signal is provided from the DC supply to IO input J2.3.
When vent is engaged, signal is passed to J2.4 output.
Signal is received by rotary solenoid that controls vent flapper.
Solenoid rotates vent flapper to open position.
Open position is maintained until vent is disengaged.

Helix Ventilation
1.
2.
3.
4.

+24VDC signal is provided from the DC supply to IO input J2.3.
When vent is engaged, signal is passed to J2.4 output.
J2.4 output engages Helix relay.
Helix relay contacts close (11-14, 21-24, and 31-34). Contacts 11-14 and 21-24 reverse the
polarity of the voltage supplied to the linear actuator. This causes the actuator to extend
opening the forced air inlet. Contacts 31-34 engage the forced air blower.
5. When vent is disengaged, contacts 11-14, 21-24, and 31-34 break connection. Contacts 11-12
and 21-22 connect changing the polarity to the linear actuator. The actuator retracts closing the
forced air inlet. When 31-34 breaks connection the forced air blower is disabled.
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Notes on Operation



On helix models, actuation of the vent key is not available from the main power screen.
On helix models the vent will remain engaged throughout the cooldown process.

Intended Operation: Cooling System
The cooling system ensures the components maintain a proper ambient environment in which to
operate. The cooling system is always active when the oven is running. The cooling system will also run
in the off menus should the temperature of the control compartment register as being greater than or
equal to 105°F.
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Manual Control Operation from Jan 2007 to Sept 2010
Operation
Standard Control
NOTE: Not available on HVH-100E and HVH-100G.
CONTROLS IDENTIFICATION
1. MODE SELECTOR SWITCH - turns power to the
oven on or off. Allows selection of Hydro, Hydro Max,
Hot Air, or Cool Down Modes.

1

2. DISPLAY - displays time and temperature information.
3. TEMPERATURE DIAL - used to set desired cooking
temperature.

3

4. HEAT LAMP - lights when the oven is calling for heat

2

4

5. TIMER LED - lights when the cook time is displayed
6. PROBE ACTUAL LED - lights when the actual probe
temperature is displayed

6

7. PROBE SETPOINT LED - lights when the core setpoint temperature is displayed
8. TIMER/PROBE KNOB - use to select and set either
cook time or probe temperature

5

7

9. LIGHTS KEY - press to turn the oven lights on and off
10. FAN SPEED KEY - used to select fan speed.
11. CAVITY VENT KEY - used to open or close vent to
release humidity from cavity.

8

12. PROBE CONNECTION - used to connect the core
temperature probe to the control.
13. CIRCUIT BREAKER - Used to turn power to the unit
on or off.

10

14. HEAT CUTOFF - used to turn gas on or off (HV-100G
& HVH-100G only)

9

11

13

12
HEAT CUTOFF CIRCUIT BREAKER

14

Figure 8
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Operation
Standard Control
TIMER COOKING

PROBE COOKING

1. Press the TIMER/PROBE KNOB (8) to select the timer mode. The TIMER LED lights.

1. Press the TIMER/PROBE knob (8) to select the
probe setpoint mode. The PROBE SETPOINT LED
(7) lights.

2. Turn the MODE SELECTOR Switch (1) to the desired
function.

2. Rotate the knob to enter the desired final cook temperature in the display.

3. Set the TEMPERATURE DIAL (3) to the desired cook
temperature.

3. Insert the core probe into the product. Load product
into the oven and close the door. Be sure that the
terminal end of the core probe is outside of the oven
and clear of the door.

4. When the oven has reached the cook temperature,
load the product.
5. Rotate knob to enter the desired cook time in the
display. You can clear the display by rotating counter
clockwise. The timer begins on its own.

4. Connect the core probe to the PROBE CONNECTION (12) at the bottom of the control.
5. The display gives the actual core probe temperature
by pressing the TIMER/PROBE knob (8) again.

6. The temperature, time, and mode can be altered at
any time during the cooking process.

6. When the product reaches the final cook temperature
the buzzer sounds.

7. When the timer reaches 00:00, the buzzer sounds.
Press or rotate the TIMER/PROBE KNOB (8) counter
clockwise to silence the buzzer. Remove the product.

COOL DOWN
NOTE: The unit can be cooled down rapidly.
1. To cool down the oven cavity, open the door and select Cool Down on the MODE SELECTOR Switch (1).
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Manual HV100G Control Service Guide

To Access the following menus, with the in the OFF mode, press and hold the
encoder (Timer Knob) until "0000" appears. Then turn the encoder till the first
number of the desired code appears, and push in the knob to proceed to the next
number. Continue until the code is entered and push in the knob to access the
menu associated with the code.
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Factory Programming: Code = 3228
Parameter Selection
P-01
P-02
P-03
P-04
P-05
P-08
P-09
P-11
P-12
P-15
P-16
P-17
P-20
P-21
P-22
P-23
P-24
P-25
P-26
P-27
P-28
P-29
P-30
P-31
P-32
P-33
P-34
P-35
P-36
P-37
End

Description
Temperature Unit (F/C)
Cool Down Temp
Ready Beep
Fan Reversal Time
Cook Done Beeper
Appliance Type
Machine Type
Min Hot Air Set Point
Man Hot Air Set Point
Max Core Probe Pull Temp
Upper Hot Air Hysteresis
Lower Hot Air Hysteresis
Upper Ready Band
Lower Ready Band
Cavity Probe Offset
Core Probe Offset
Spritzer Solenoid Duty Cycle %
User Response Timeout
Sleep Mode Timeout
Counter Start Delay
Quench Probe
SCK Address
HI Hydro Duty Cycle
Act Oven Temp Display
Remote Beeper
Setback Time
Setback Temp
Setback Temp Delta
Download Factory Setting From SD
Calibrate Cavity Set Temp
Exit Factory Programming
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Default Value Setting HV100
F
100F
ON
4:00
Yes
Gas
H100
140F
500F
200F
2F
2F
25F
10F
0F
-2F
33
5
1
2
Yes
30
100
No
Yes
0:00
300F
10F
CCDR/CDR
END

Manager Programming: Code = 6647
Parameter Selection
P-01
P-03
P-04
P-05
P-25
P-26
P-27
P-31
P-32
End

Description
Temperature Unit (F/C)
Ready Beep
Fan Reversal Time
Cook Done Beeper
User Response Timeout
Sleep Mode Timeout
Counter Start Delay
Act Oven Temp Display
Remote Beeper
Exit Factory Programming

Default Value Setting HV100
F
ON
4:00
Yes
5
1
2
NO
YES
END

Service Access: Code = 7378
CNT (Count)
Count Number
C-01
C-07
C-08
C-09
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
C-17
C-18
C-19
C-20
C-21
C-23

Count Description
Heat-Hot Air Time
Spritzer Valve Counts
Quench Valve Counts
Motor Reversal Counts
Motor Gentle Time
Motor Low Time
Motor High Time
Motor Turbo Time
Door Counts
Lights Time
Preheat Thermostat Counts
Hydro-High
Hydro-Low
Hot Air Time
Cavity Hi Limit
Cavity Probe Error Counts
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DIAG (Diagnostics)
Diagnostic Number
D-01
D-07
D-08
D-09
D-10
D-11
D-12
D-13
D-14
D-15
D-17
D-18
D-19
D-20
D-21
D-22
D-23
D-24
D-25
D-27
D-28
D-29
D-30
D-33
D-34
D-35
D-37
D-38

Diagnostic Test
Cavity Heat Relay
Spritzer Relay
Quench Relay
Motor Reversal Relay (Gentle Speed)
Motor Gentle
Motor Low
Motor High
Motor Turbo
Door Status
Lights Relay
Software Flash Number
Software Number
Software Download Number
SIB Software Number
Cavity Set Temperature
Cavity Act Temperature
Cooling Fan Probe Temperature
Quench Probe Temperature
Core Probe Temperature
Main Switch
Fan Feedback Input
Cook Done Relay
Vent Relay
Cool Fan Relay
Hot Air Relay
Hot Air Enable Relay
All Relays
Display and LED Test
END
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Below are the Error Codes the control can display and their meaning:
Code

Meaning

E-01

Cavity Probe Error - The reading from the probe is registering less
than 32F or greater than 647F.
Communication Error - The control lost signals from the relay board
for 3 seconds.
Cooling Fan Probe Error - The reading from the probe is registering
less than 32F or greater than 575F.
Cavity High Temp Error - If the cavity probe reading exceeds 600F
Quench Probe Error - The reading from the probe is registering less
than 32F or greater than 575F.
Fan Error - The Drive at Speed input was missing for 15 seconds.
Meat Probe Error - The reading from the meat probe is registering
less than 32F and greater than 565F.
Cooling Fan Hi Limit Error - The Cooling Fan Probe is reading greater
than 167F (Default Setting)
Hot Air Hi Limit Switch Error - The Hot Air High Limit is tripped
causing an input at J11 Pin 3 of the Relay Board
No Heat Error - A call for heat is enabled but the cavity temperature
does not rise 1F within 5 minutes.

E-05
E-06
E-08
E-10
E-12
E-13
E-15
E-16
E-17
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Operation
MenuSelect™ Control
NOTE: Not available on HVH-100E and HVH-100G.
Control Description

2
1

1. START/STOP KEY - press to start, cancel or pause the
bake

HV-100G

2. COOL DOWN KEY - initiates oven cool down cycle
3

3. BAKE MORE KEY - press at the end of a bake cycle
to add additional bake time in one minute increments.
4. DISPLAY - displays time or temperature and other information related to oven function and/or programming.

4

5. DIAL - used to enter set points, time, and programmable
settings. Also used to select the programmed product.
5

PRESS
TO
SELECT

6

6. TEMP KEY - used to set or change the bake temperature
7. TIME KEY - used to set or change the bake time.

7

8. HYDRO KEY - press to enter hydro mode
9. HOT AIR KEY - press to enter hot air mode

9

8

10. FAN KEY - press to select the fan speed
12

11. LIGHT KEY - press to turn the lights on and off.

15

12. VENT KEY - press to manually open and close the oven
vent

10
11

13. PROGRAM KEY - press to enter product programming
and save programmed settings.

13
16

14

14. ESCAPE KEY - press to back up one step during programming
15. MAINTENANCE KEY - press to enter manager programming and save programmed settings

17

20

18

16. ALPHA/NUMERIC KEYPAD - used to program recipes.

19

17. POWER KEY - used to place control in and out of
standby mode.
18. PROBE KEY - press to use core probe cooking

HEAT CUTOFF CIRCUIT BREAKER

19. CORE PROBE CONNECTION - plug core temperature
probe in here when using probe cooking

21

20. USB Port and COVER - Use to transfer recipes and
data to/from the control

22

21. CIRCUIT BREAKER - Used to turn power to the unit
on or off.
22. HEAT CUTOFF - used to turn gas on or off (HV-100G &
HVH-100G only)

Figure 9
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Operation
MenuSelect™ Control
OVEN STARTUP

PROGRAMMED COOKING

1. Be sure the shutoff switch and/or circuit breaker
switch below the control panel are in the on position.
The display flashes OFF PRESS POWER KEY TO
START.

1. Turn the DIAL (1) until the name of the product is
highlighted. Press the center of the dial to select. The
oven preheats to the programmed temperature in the
correct cooking mode. The display flashes READY /
IDLE and the alarm beeps 5 times when the oven is
at temperature and ready to bake.

NOTE: If the real time clock and auto wake up functions are enabled the display reads PRESS
POWER KEY TO START AUTO START.

2. Open the doors. Load the product.

2. Press the POWER KEY (17). The display reads
PREHEAT and the oven heats to the last manual set
temperature in the hot air mode. The display flashes
READY / IDLE and the alarm beeps 5 times when the
oven is at temperature and ready to bake.

3. Press the START/STOP KEY (1) to begin the bake
cycle. The timer counts down and the display alternates between the cooking mode and the name of
the product.
PROBE COOKING

MANUAL COOKING

1. Press the PROBE key (18) to select the probe mode.
The display reads CORE PROBE COOK & HOLD.
Turn the dial to select either YES or NO. Press the
center of the dial to select.

1. Turn the DIAL (5) until the display reads MANUAL.
2. Press the TIME KEY (7). Rotate the dial, or use the
alpha/numeric keypad to enter the desired bake time.
Press the center of the dial to set the bake time.

If YES is selected, Cook & Hold has been enabled. In
the Cook & Hold mode, the oven cavity lowers to the
product pull temperature as the product cooks.

NOTE: Time is set in one minute increments using
the dial. To set time in less than one minute
increments use the alpha/numeric keypad.

If NO is selected, Cook & Hold has not been enabled
the cavity maintains the cook temperature.

3. Press the TEMP KEY (6). Rotate the dial, or use the
alpha/numeric keypad to enter the desired bake temperature. Press the center of the dial to set the bake
temperature. The oven preheats to the new temperature.

2. Turn the DIAL to enter the desired product pull temperature in the display. Press the center of the dial to
save the pull temperature.
3. Press the TEMP KEY (6). Rotate the dial, or use the
alpha/numeric keypad to enter the desired bake temperature. Press the center of the dial to set the bake
temperature. The oven preheats to the new temperature.

NOTE: Temperature is set in 5 degree increments
using the dial. To set time in less than 5
degree increments use the alpha/numeric
keypad.
4. Press the desired mode key, Hydro or Hot Air.

NOTE: Temperature is set in 5 degree increments
using the dial. To set time in less than 5
degree increments use the alpha/numeric
keypad.

If Hydro is selected, rotate the dial, or use the alpha/
numeric keypad to enter the desired percentage of
moisture.

4. Press the desired mode key, Hydro or Hot Air.

5. When the display flashes READY / IDLE, open the
doors. Load the product.

If Hydro is selected, rotate the dial, or use the alpha/
numeric keypad to enter the desired percentage of
moisture.

6. Press the START/STOP KEY (1) to begin the bake
cycle. The timer counts down and the display alternates between the cooking mode and the name of
the product.

5. Insert the core probe into the product. Load product
into the oven and close the door. Be sure that the
terminal end of the core probe is outside of the oven
and clear of the door.
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Operation
MenuSelect™ Control
Oven Shutdown

6. Connect the core probe to the PROBE CONNECTION (19) at the bottom of the control.

1. Press the COOL DOWN KEY (2). The display reads
AUTO COOL DOWN ACTUAL TEMP. To speed up
the cool down process, open the doors and press the
VENT KEY (12) to open the vent.

NOTE: Do not connect the probe before the cook
mode has been selected.
7. The display gives the actual core probe temperature
as well as the oven set temperature.

2. When the oven has cooled down, the display reads
OFF PRESS POWER KEY TO START.

8. When the product reaches the pull temperature the
buzzer sounds.

NOTE: The lights shut off and the vent closes automatically at the end of the cool down cycle.

9. Press the START/STOP KEY (1) to silence the buzzer.
If using Cook & Hold - The cavity temperature continues to drop to the product pull temperature and the
display counts up, telling the operator how long the
product has been held. Disconnect the core probe
and remove the product when ready.
If not using Cook & Hold - The cavity remains at
the cook temperature. The display does not count up.
Disconnect the core probe and remove the product
when the buzzer sounds.
During Any COOK Cycle
Venting Moisture from the Oven Cavity
1. Press the VENT KEY (12). This manually opens the
vent until the key is pressed again to close it.
Pause a Bake Cycle
1. To pause a cook cycle, press the START/STOP KEY
(1). The LED on the start/stop key flashes. The bake
cycle will pause until the key is pressed again.
Cancel a Cook Cycle
1. To cancel the cook cycle, press and hold the START/
STOP KEY (1).
At the End of Any COOK Cycle
1. An alarm sounds, the display reads DONE.
2. If more bake time is desired, press the BAKE MORE
KEY (3). This will add an additional one minute of
time for each press of the key.
3. When you are satisfied with the bake, press the
START/STOP KEY (1) to silence the alarm. Open the
door to remove the product.
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Operation
MenuSelect™ Control
PRODUCT programming
Entering the Program Mode

4. Rotate the dial to select the desired cooking mode.
Choose from Hydro or Hot Air. Press the center of the
dial to set the cook mode.

1. Press the PROGRAM KEY (13). If the control is password protected, the display reads ENTER CODE.
Use the alpha/numeric keypad to enter the manager
passcode 6647, then press the center of the dial to
enter the program mode.

If Hydro is selected, rotate the dial, or use the alpha/
numeric keypad to enter the desired percentage of
moisture.

Naming a Product Recipe

5. Rotate the dial, or use the alpha/numeric keypad to
enter the desired cook temperature. Press the center
of the dial to set the bake temperature.

NOTE: Use the following procedure to name a new
product or edit the name of an existing product.
1. For a new recipe, turn the dial to the first open product. Press the center of the dial to select.

NOTE: Temperature is set in 5 degree increments
using the dial. To set time in less than 5
degree increments use the alpha/numeric
keypad.

To edit an existing name, rotate the dial to the name
to be changed. Press the center of the dial to select.

6. Rotate the dial to select the desired fan speed.
Choose from gentle, low, high or turbo. Press the
center of the dial to set the fan speed.

2. Use the dial to scroll down to Edit Name. Press the
center of the dial to enter the edit name menu.
3. Turn the dial or use the alpha/numeric keypad to select the first character. Press the center of the dial to
advance to the next character. Repeat for all remaining characters.

7. Rotate the dial to select the fan rotation cycle. Choose
between manual or auto.
NOTE: This is the length of time the fan will rotate
in one direction before reversing.

NOTE: Product names may be up to 10 characters
long and can contain spaces. Use the #1
key to insert spaces in a recipe name.

If manual is selected, rotate the dial or use the alpha/
numeric keypad to enter the desired fan cycle. Press
the dial to set the fan cycle.

NOTE: To select letters using the keypad, press the
appropriate key once if you need the first
letter on the key, twice for the second and
three times for the third. For example to enter the letter L press the #5 key three times.

If auto is selected, the program will use the default
fan cycle setting. The default is set through the Manager Programming.
8. Rotate the dial to set the vent position. Choose between OPEN or CLOSE. Press the center of the dial
to set the vent position.

4. Press the PROG KEY (13). With SAVE highlighted,
press the dial to save the product name.

9. Use the dial to scroll down to PRODUCT NAME:
STAGE 2. Press the center of the dial to select stage
2.

Programming a Product Recipe
NOTE: The control can hold 99 recipes. Each recipe
may have up to 6 cooking stages.

10. Repeat steps 2-9 for all remaining stages.

1. Turn the dial to highlight the name of the product to
be programmed. Press the center of the dial to select
the product.

11. When all stages have been programmed, press the
PROGRAM KEY (13). To save the programming, use
the dial to scroll to YES. Press the center of the dial.
The control exits the program mode.

2. The display reads PRODUCT NAME: STAGE 1.
Press the center of the dial to select the stage.
3. Rotate the dial, or use the alpha/numeric keypad to
enter the desired bake time. Press the center of the
dial to set the bake time.
NOTE: Time is set in one minute increments using
the dial. To set time in less than one minute
increments use the alpha/numeric keypad.
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Operation
MenuSelect™ Control
Using the USB Port

Programming Oven Setup

1. With the power on, remove the cover of the USB port
(20) and insert the USB drive.

These menus allow the manager to set up basic oven
functions

2. Press the MAINTENANCE KEY (15).

1. Turn the dial to highlight OVEN SETUP. Press the
center of the dial to select.

3. Turn the dial to highlight MANAGER PROGRAM.
Press the center of the dial to select.

2. Turn the dial to highlight MANAGER PROGRAM.
Press the center of the dial to select.

4. Turn the dial to highlight either COPY RECIPE FROM
USB or COPY RECIPE TO USB, then press the center of the dial to select.

3. Turn the dial to highlight the oven function you wish to
change. Press the center of the dial to select. Choose
from the following functions:

5. When the transfer is complete, press any key to return to the menu.

Recipe Password - Select YES or NO to enable
password protection on recipe programming. If YES
is selected the passcode 3124 must be entered to
change recipe programming.

6. Turn the dial to highlight EXIT. Press the center of
the dial to select. The display returns to the previous
menu.

Temp Unit - Select either degrees F or C.

7. Turn the dial to highlight EXIT. Press the center of the
dial to select.

Cool Down Temp - Select the set temperature for
the oven to achieve in Cool Down mode

MANAGER programming

Temp Disp Rate - Set the rate, in seconds, at which
the display switches between actual and setpoint
temperature

Entering the Manager Program Mode

Input Rsp Time - Set the length of time allowed to input each variable when programming recipes before
control automatically exits out

1. Press the MAINTENANCE KEY (15). If the control
is password protected, the display reads ENTER
CODE. Use the alpha/numeric keypad to enter the
manager passcode 6647, then press the center of the
dial to enter the program mode.

Setback Time - When not used for a period of time,
the oven temperature will automatically reduce to
conserve energy. This variable sets the length of time
the oven remains at the idle temperature before being lowered.

2. Turn the dial to highlight OVEN SETUP. Press the
center of the dial to select the product.
Programming Auto Start

Ready Beep - Select either ON or OFF. This is the audible alarm that sounds when the oven has reached
the set temperature.

NOTE: The Auto Start function enables the oven to turn
on at a programmed time of day and preheat to
a programmed temperature.

Cook Cool Fan - Select either YES or NO. This function allows the control to display OPEN OVEN DOOR
when you are attempting to lower the set temperature
of the oven.

1. Turn the dial to highlight AUTO START. Press the
center of the dial to select.
2. Turn the dial to select either ON or OFF. Press the
center of the dial to select.

Restore Manual - Select either YES or NO. This variable enables the oven to remember the last settings
used for manual cooking.

If ON is selected, the display reads AUTO START 24
HOUR TIME 00:00. Turn the dial to enter the time you
would like the oven to begin preheating. Press the
center of the dial to select.

4. After editing a function, press the center of the dial
to save.
5. When all desired functions have been edited, turn the
dial to highlight EXIT. Press the center of the dial to
exit the manager programming mode.

The display reads AUTO START TEMP XXX. Turn
the dial to enter the desired preheat temperature.
Press the center of the dial to select.
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HV100 MenuSelect Programming and Diagnostics
(The oven needs to be in the “ON” position)

Scroll (by rotating the knob) to
“Factory Program”
Enter Code “3228”
Scroll to “Appliance Type”
Scroll to “Electric”
Scroll to “Boiler Enable”
Scroll to “No”
Scroll to “Quench Enable”
Scroll to “No”
Scroll to “Exit”
Scroll to “Service”
Enter Service Code “7378”
Scroll to “Diagnostic Output”

Press Maint Key
Press Ok (by pushing the knob in)
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press Ok
Press and hold each button below
to test the function listed on the
right:

(Component Tested)
See “Trouble Shooting Test Points” for output testing
if necessary

Temp

Heat On (Fan High Fwd, Hot Air, Hot Air Enable,

Combi
Fan
Prog

Fan Speed Gentle Forward (20 Hz)
Fan Speed Low Forward (30 Hz)
Fan Speed High Forward (40 Hz)

1
4
7
Light
Esc
2
5
8
0
Time

Fan Speed Turbo Forward (50 Hz)
Fan Speed High Reverse (-40 Hz)
Light
Spritzer
Cooling Fan
Vent
Hot Air
Hot Air Enable
Quench
Cook Done

Hot Air Contactor)
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Press Ok to Exit
Press Ok
Press and hold each button below
to test the input listed on the right:

Scroll to “Diagnostic Input”

Temp
Combi
Fan
Prog
4
Press Ok to Exit
Press Esc to Exit

Fan Error (Open or Closed Drive At Speed Relay)
Door (Open or Closed Door Switch)
Cavity Probe Temp
Cooling Fan Probe Temp
Core Probe Temp (Open if not inserted)
Press Esc to Exit

(Input Tested)
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Operation
SmartTouch Touchscreen Control
Control Description
1. DISPLAY - displays information related to oven function and/or programming.
2. USB Port and COVER - Use to transfer recipes and
data to/from the control
3. CORE PROBE CONNECTION - plug core temperature probe in here when using probe cooking
4. HEAT CUTOFF - used to turn gas on or off (HV-100G
& HVH-100G only)
5. CIRCUIT BREAKER - Used to turn power to the unit
on or off.

1

manual mode cooking
1. Select the POWER button to turn on the oven and
proceed to the manual screen.
2. Set the desired cook settings.
Temperature - Press the temperature text and enter
the desired oven temperature on the keypad provided. Press SAVE & EXIT key to return to this screen.
Cook Time - Press the time text and enter the desired cook time on the keypad provided. Press SAVE
& EXIT to return to this screen.

2

Core Probe Cooking - To use the core probe cooking feature, press the PROBE COOK icon. Press the
temperature text that appears and enter the desired
product core temperature on the keypad provided.
Press SAVE & EXIT key to return to the manual cook
screen. Insert a product probe in the probe outlet on
the control panel. To use the HOLD option, press the
HOLD key. Once activated, key will be blue. To escape from probe cooking press the time icon.

3

Cavity Moisture - Press the HOT AIR icon to reduce
the cavity moisture content in 10% increments. At 0%
the oven is in the Hot Air mode. Press the HYDRO
icon to increase the cavity moisture content in 10%
increments. Press % text to set the exact percentage with the keypad. Press the SAVE & EXIT key
to return to the manual cook screen. Press and hold
the HOT AIR icon for 1 second to set humidity to 0%
quickly. Press and hold the HYDRO icon for 1 second
to set the humidity to 100% quickly.

5
HEAT CUTOFF CIRCUIT BREAKER

4

Figure 10
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Lights - At any time the lights can be turned on or off
by toggling the LIGHT icon.
3. Press START Icon to begin cooking. Press Cancel
key to stop cooking. Press +1 MIN to add 1 minute to
the cook time.

Fan Speed - With the FAN icon highlighted, press the
fan speed text (Gentle, Low, High or Turbo). When
Turbo is displayed, press the text again to reduce the
fans speed to Gentle.
Fan Reversal Interval - To adjust the fan reversal
time, press the FAN REVERSAL icon. Then press
the time text and enter the desired reversal interval
on the keypad provided. Press SAVE & EXIT key to
return to this screen.
Vent Position - At any time the vent can be opened
or closed by toggling the VENT icon. When the icon
is highlighted the vent is open.
NOTE: When vent is opened on HVH models, air
is actively forced through the system. This
allows for the rapid evacuation of moisture
from the cavity.

Mode Selection Screen

Power Screen
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Temp

Probe Cooking

Time

Steam on Demand

Hot Air Mode

Hydro Mode

Fan Speed

Fan Reversal
Increment

Lights

Vent Position

Figure 12
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Menu mode cooking
1. On a manual screen, press the ESC key to exit the
screen.

4. Within the food category, select the desired product
you wish to cook.

2. Select the MENU key to cook using the preprogrammed menu items.

Figure 15
5. Once selected the control returns to the Menu Cooking screen. Press the START KEY to begin the cook
cycle.

Figure 13
3. Select the desired food category for your product.

Figure 16
Figure 14
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shelf cooking
1. Select the SHELF COOKING key.

3. During the cook cycle, individual shelf cook timers will
count down as the product is cooked. If you wish to
cancel the bake, you can press the STOP ALL key, or
you can stop individual shelves.
To add time, select +1 MIN key for individual shelves
or +1 MIN ALL key to add time to all shelves. Each
time the key is pressed, 1 minute of cook time is added.
Press STOP again to reset to the original values.
CLEAR ALL to clear all products from all shelves. All
Shelves must be cleared to escape the screen.
Once the bake is complete the beeper will sound.

Figure 17
2. Select which shelves you intend to place the selected
food item on. Press selected item icon in the upper
right corner of the screen to add different items that
share the same cook temperature but may have different cook times.
Once preheated, start icons will appear. You can
choose start all or start individual shelves.

Figure 19

Figure 18
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editing a menu
1. Select the MENU/EDIT icon to edit the recipes in the
menu mode.

3. To edit an existing item, select the item while the EDIT
ITEMS key is highlighted.
To delete an Item, select the item while the DELETE
key is highlighted.
To create a new item, select the NEW ? icon while the
EDIT key is highlighted.

Figure 20
2. Select the EDIT ITEMS icon to edit the menu items.
Figure 22

Figure 21
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4. Each recipe is made up of steps containing seven
settings - temperature, time, fan, etc. A new step is
needed when you desire a different setting within a
step.
To edit a setting within a particular step, press the
icon for that setting. A keypad will appear for you to
input your value.
To add a step, press the + key icon.
To edit a step, press the arrow keys on the bottom left
hand corner of the screen to highlight the step you
wish to edit. Follow the instructions above to edit the
settings.
To delete a step, use the arrow keys on the bottom
left hand corner of the screen to highlight the step
you wish to delete. Press the red X icon to delete the
highlighted step.
Once you are finished, press the DISK icon to save
the changes.
Figure 23
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editing a category
1. Select the MENU/EDIT icon to edit the recipes in the
menu mode.

To delete a category, select the category while the
DELETE key is highlighted.
To create a new category, select the NEW ? icon
while the EDIT key is highlighted.

Figure 24

Figure 26

2. Select the EDIT CATEGORIES icon to select which
items are in each category.

4. Select what you would like to edit.
To edit the name, press the EDIT NAME key. A keyboard will appear, enter the desired name and press
ENTER to return to this menu.

Figure 25
3. To edit an existing category, select the category while
the EDIT key is highlighted.

Figure 27
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5. To edit the category icon, press the category icon displayed in the category edit screen. The Select Icon
screen is displayed. Select the desired icon. To view
more icon options, press the arrow key.

6. To edit items within a category, press the SELECT
ITEMS key on the edit category screen.
Select the items you would like to appear within the
category. When complete, press ESC key to return
to the previous menu. Press the DISK icon to save
your changes.

Once the category icon is selected, the category edit
screen is displayed. Press the DISK icon to save your
changes.

Figure 29

Figure 28
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creating new menu items

5. Program the recipe steps - Each recipe is made
up of steps containing seven settings - temperature,
time, fan, etc. A new step is needed when you desire
a different setting within a step.

1. Select the EDIT ITEMS key.

To edit a setting within a particular step, press the
icon for that setting. A keypad will appear for you to
input your value.
To add a step, press the + key icon.
To edit a step, press the arrow keys on the bottom left
hand corner of the screen to highlight the step you
wish to edit. Follow the instructions above to edit the
settings.
To delete a step, use the arrow keys on the bottom
left hand corner of the screen to highlight the step
you wish to delete. Press the red X icon to delete the
highlighted step.
Once you are finished, press the DISK icon to save
the changes.
6. To file recipe under an existing category, press the
EDIT CATEGORIES key. Select the desired category. Press the SELECT ITEMS key. Highlight the new
item. Press the ESC key. The disk will be displayed,
press to save your changes.

Figure 30
2. Select New?
3. Select the food icon to be displayed. Use the arrow keys to page through the available icons. Press
the desired icon to select and return to the previous
screen.
4. Name the item. Press the blank shelf below the icon
to name the recipe. A keyboard will appear. Enter the
desired name. Press ENTER when finished to return
to the previous screen.
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creating new categories
1. Select the EDIT CATEGORIES key.

4. Press EDIT NAME. A keyboard will appear. Enter the
desired name. Press ENTER when finished to return
to the previous screen.
5. Press SELECT ITEMS. Select items to be filed in the
new category. Items will be highlighted as they are
selected. Press ESC key to return to the previous
screen. The disk will be displayed, press to save your
changes.
6. To display the category, it must be added to the default menu as follows:
Press the EDIT MENUS key. Select the DEFAULT
key. Select the CATEGORIES key. Highlight the new
category. Press the ESC key to return to the previous
screen. The disk will be displayed, press to save your
changes.

Figure 31
2. Select New?
3. Select the category icon to be displayed. Use the arrow keys to page through the available icons. Press
the desired icon to select and return to the previous
screen.
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transferring recipes using the usb
To Store Menu Data to a USB

1. Return to the power screen.

1. Press the STORE MENU DATA to USB key to transfer recipes to the USB.

Figure 32

Figure 34

2. Press the TOOLS key. Enter the code 6647 on the
keypad.

2. The keyboard screen is displayed. Use to enter desired file name. Press the ENTER key when finished.

Figure 33

Figure 35

3. Press the MANAGE MENU DATA key. Insert the USB
drive into the Intelliport.
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3. The status screen appears to display the download
status. The display returns to the previous screen
when download is complete.

Figure 38
Figure 36

3. The overwrite warning screen appears. Press YES to
continue

4. Press the ESC key to exit USB screen.
To Retrieve Menu Data from USB
1. Press the GET MENU DATA from USB key to transfer
recipes from the USB.

Figure 39
4. The status screen appears to display the upload status. The display returns to the previous screen when
upload is complete.

Figure 37

5. Press the ESC key to exit USB screen.

2. The control displays all menu (.MNU) files on the USB
drive. Select the desired file.
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cool down
1. To cool down the unit, press the COOL DOWN icon.

2. The oven will toggle between cooling and open door
in yellow until the oven is cool. Once cool, the oven
will go to standby.
NOTE: If the oven is shut down with the circuit
breaker switch at the bottom of the front
panel, the display will return to the power
screen. Select your option to begin.
NOTE: On HVH model, the vent will automatically
engage during cooldown to assist in lowering cavity temperature. Main fan and vent
will disengage when oven has cooled.

Figure 40

Figure 41
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SERVICE LEVEL PROGRAMMING (7378)
Screen Shot #1

Screen Shot #3
NOTE:
#1 = This icon will set date and time.
#2 = This icon will set temp readings
either in Fahrenheit or Celsius.
#3 = This icon will put the control
either in English or French.
#4 = This icon turns the speaker up
or down.

To enter into the factory level press the
“TOOLS” icon in the top left hand corner
of the display.

#1

#2

#3

#4

This is the next screen. Press the “View
Counters” button.

Screen Shot #4

Screen Shot #2

This is the next screen. This gives you
some information from your I/O board
about the number of cycles that have
been recorded from certain components.
Press the “ESC” icon to back out of this
screen and go back to screen #3.

Enter code “7378” to proceed to the
next screen. Press “Enter”
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Screen Shot #5

Screen Shot #7

Press the “Fault Log”
button.

Press the “Test digital outputs”
button.

Screen Shot #6

This is the next screen. This gives you
some information about any faults that
have been recorded from certain
components. Press the “ESC” icon to
back out of this screen and go back to
screen #3.

Screen Shot #8
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This is the next screen. This gives you
the ability to selectively operate certain
components. Press the “ESC” icon to
back out of this screen and go back to
screen #3.

Screen Shot #11

Screen Shot #9

Press the “Monitor Inputs” button.

Press the “Test other outputs” button.

Screen Shot #12

Screen Shot #10

This is the next screen. This gives you
the ability to selectively operate certain
components. Press the “ESC” icon to
back out of this screen and go back to
screen #3.

This is the next screen. This gives you
the ability to see the inputs from the I/O
board. Press the “ESC” icon twice to
back out of this screen and go back to
screen #1.
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FACTORY LEVEL PROGRAMMING (3228)
Screen Shot #1

Screen Shot #3

Model – This button will I.D.
the model oven that you have.
Parameters – In this menu
you will find Min and Max
cavity and core probe temps.
As well as cavity and core
probe offsets.
Options – In this menu you
can edit pass codes and edit
menu keys. Also add or hide
icons.
Reload Default Menu – DO
NOT TOUCH!!!

To enter into the factory level press the
“TOOLS” icon in the top left hand corner
of the display.
Press the arrow icon to move to the next screen

Screen Shot #2

Screen Shot #4

Manage Menu Data – In this menu you
can get or store menu data from / to
USB.
Manage Settings - In this menu you
can get or store settings data from / to
USB.

Press the “ESC” icon to get out and back to screen
#1.

Enter code “3228” to proceed to the next
screen. Press “Enter”
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F1 BLOWER
Cause: Drive at speed signal not seen for 60-75 seconds (a 15 second ignore error timer is started each
time there is a change in blower speed/direction signals). After first detection of this error, the blower is
turned off for 2 seconds and turned back on. If the error occurs again, the user is alerted.
Response: Alarm is sounded and message “Error F1” is displayed. The control continues to retry in a
cycle of turn blower off for 2 seconds, turn blower back on, wait 15 seconds for @speed signal. If the
signal is seen, the displayed error clears.
F2 HIGH QUENCH TEMP
Cause: Quench probe temp > 160F for parametrized time (300 seconds default)
Response: Alarm and message “Drain Too Hot\nCheck Water Supply” is shown. The message lines are
shown alternating at the bottom of the screen and also shown as two text lines on normal and shelf
cooking screens. The error is cleared by the temp falling to 160F or lower
F3 VENT OVER TEMP
Cause: Vent probe temp >= parametrized temp (190F default) for 10 seconds.
Response Old: Display “Vent High Temp” and alarm, message cleared when temp falls below the
parametrized temp minus 3F.
Response New: UI alarms, exits to the off screen, places control in cool down, and displays error
message “Vent High Temp\nCall for Service”. Message persists until the vent temperature falls below
parametrized time minus 3F.
F5 HIGH CAVITY TEMP
Cause: Cavity Probe temp > 570F
Response: Alarm is sounded and message “Error F5” is displayed. Message persists until the cavity
probe temp falls to 570F
F6 ELECTRONICS COMPARTMENT OVER TEMP
Cause: EC probe temp >= parametrized temp (158F default) for 10 seconds.
Response Old: Display “Control High Temp” and alarm, message cleared when temp falls below the
parametrized temp minus 3F.
F7 CAVITY PROBE OPEN
Cause: Cavity Probe Temp > 600F for 10 seconds
Response: UI alarms, exits to the off screen, places control in cool down, and displays error message
“Probe Error”. Message persists until the cavity probe temp falls to 600F.
F8 HEAT LOW
Cause: Heat is on and cavity temperature does not rise above turn on temperature after parametrized
amount of time (15 minutes default). Upon first detection, the heat is turned off for 5 seconds to
perform a retry, a fault log entry is made, but the user is not notified. If the retry fails, an alarm sounds,
and the message “F8 Cavity No Heat” is shown on the normal/shelf cooking screens. The message
“Cavity No Heat” is also shown in the oven status section of the screen. The cycle of heat turning off for
5 seconds, and then turning back on for the parametrized time is continued until the temperature rises
or the user cancels the call for heat.
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New Manual Control Operation from Aug 2017 to Present
Operation
Standard Control
NOTE: Not available on HVH-100E and HVH-100G.
CONTROLS IDENTIFICATION
1. POWER KEY - used to place control in and out of
standby mode

1

2. DISPLAY - displays time, temperature, humidity and
other information related to oven function and/or programming

2
°F

3. DISPLAY KEYS - context sensitive keys used to interact with the display

HYDRO 30% MANUAL MODE

4. HUMIDITY KEY - used to set or change the % of humidity

LOAD

3

350
10:00
°

4

5. TEMP KEY - used to set or change the bake temperature

6

6. CONTROL KNOB - used to change values for time,
temperture, humidity, etc.
7. TIME KEY - used to set or change the cook time

7

5

8. START KEY - press to start the cook cycle

8
9

9. VENT KEY - press to manually open and close the
vent

12

10

10. +1 MINUTE KEY - press at any time to add additional
minute to the cook time

13

11

16

14

17

11. PROBE KEY - press to use core probe cooking
12. FAN KEY - used to select fan speed

15

13. HYDRO BURST KEY - press to add 100% humidity at
any time during the cook cycle

18

14. LIGHTS KEY - press to turn the oven lights on and off
15. RECIPES KEY - press to access product programs or
to add/edit a product

20

19

16. COOL DOWN KEY - initiates oven cool down cycle
17. TOOLS KEY - press to enter manager programming
18. USB PORT AND COVER - used to transfer recipes to
and from the control

21

19. HEAT CUTOFF - used to turn heat source off
20. CIRCUIT BREAKER - Used to turn power to the unit
on or off
21. CORE PROBE CONNECTION - plug core temperature probe in here when using probe cooking
Figure 11
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OVEN STARTUP

KNOB (6) to enter the desired cavity cook temperature. Press any key to accept the value. The oven
preheats to the new cavity set temperature.

1. Be sure the circuit breaker and heat cutoff switches
DUHLQWKH21SRVLWLRQ7KHGLVSOD\ÀDVKHV35(66
POWER KEY TO TURN ON.

3. If humidity is desired, press the HUMIDITY KEY (4).
Rotate the CONTROL KNOB (6) to set the desired
percentage of humidity. Press any key to accept the
value.

2. Press the POWER KEY (1). The display reads “To
begin press time/temp/humidity key”. Each key illuminates in succession. Press any key or rotate the
knob.

4. Insert cooking probe into the center of the product.
Plug the core probe into the CORE PROBE CONNECTION (21). Load the product into the oven.

3. The display reads PREHEAT and the oven heats to
the last manual set temperature.

127( 3UHVVLQJWKH67$57.(<  LVQRWQHFHVsary while cooking with the core probe.

7KH GLVSOD\ UHDGV /2$' WKH VWDUW NH\ ÀDVKHV DQG
the alarm beeps when the oven is at temperature and
ready to bake.

NOTE: See page 3 for adjustments that can be
made during any cook cycle.

MANUAL COOKING

5. When the product has reached the setpoint temperature, the alarm beeps and the display reads DONE.
Unplug the core probe to silence the alarm and exit
the cook cycle.

1. Press the TIME KEY (7). Rotate the CONTROL
KNOB (6) to enter the desired cook time. Press any
key to accept the value.

6. Remove the product from the oven.

NOTE: Turn the knob slowly to adjust in seconds.
Turn the knob quickly to adjust in minutes.
2. Press the TEMP KEY (5). Rotate the CONTROL
KNOB (6) to enter the desired cook temperature.
Press any key to accept the value. The oven preheats
to the new set temperature.

MANUAL CORE PROBE COOK & HOLD

3. If humidity is desired, press the HUMIDITY KEY (4).
Rotate the CONTROL KNOB (6) to set the desired
percentage of humidity. Press any key to accept the
value.

2. Press the center display key under the word HOLD.
HOLD will be highlighted in blue indicating that the
hold mode is active.

1. Press the PROBE KEY (11). Rotate the CONTROL
KNOB (6) to enter the desired product setpoint temperature.

3. Press the TEMP KEY (5). Rotate the CONTROL
KNOB (6) to enter the desired cavity cook temperature. Press any key to accept the value. The oven
preheats to the new cavity set temperature.

4. When the display reads LOAD and the START KEY
 ÀDVKHVRSHQWKHGRRUDQGORDGWKHSURGXFW
5. Press the START KEY (8) to begin the cook cycle.
The timer counts down.

4. If humidity is desired, press the HUMIDITY KEY (4).
Rotate the CONTROL KNOB (6) to set the desired
percentage of humidity. Press any key to accept the
value.

NOTE: See page 3 for adjustments that can be
made during any cook cycle.
6. When the cook cycle is complete, the alarm beeps
and the display reads DONE. Press any key to silence alarm. Select CANCEL using the right display
key to exit the cook cycle.

5. Insert cooking probe into the center of the product.
Plus the core probe into the CORE PROBE CONNECTION (21).

7. Remove the product from the oven.

127( 3UHVVLQJWKH67$57.(<  LVQRWQHFHVsary while cooking with the core probe.

MANUAL CORE PROBE COOKING

NOTE: See page 3 for adjustments that can be
made during any cook cycle.

1. Press the PROBE KEY (11). Rotate the CONTROL
KNOB (6) to enter the desired product setpoint temperature.

As the product temperature rises, the oven cavity
temperature decreases.

2. Press the TEMP KEY (5). Rotate the CONTROL

6. When the product reaches the setpoint temperature,
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7. a short alarm sounds. The cavity temperature jumps
to 4°F above the product setpoint. This temperature
will hold the product, keeping it warm without continuing the cooking process.

Adding Time
1. Press the +1 MINUTE KEY (10). One minute is added
to the timer for each time the key is pressed.
Fan Adjustments

The display counts up the time the product has been
holding.

1. Press the FAN KEY (12). Rotate the knob to select
between four fan speeds (gentle, low, high and turbo). Press OK to select the desired fan speed.

8. Unplug the core probe to remove the product from
the oven.

2. Select FAN DELAY using the center display key. Rotate the knob to enter the desired fan delay. Select
OK to save the fan delay increment.

PROGRAMMED COOKING
1. Press the RECIPES KEY (15). The display lists all of
the currently programmed recipes. Rotate the knob
until the desired product recipe is highlighted. Press
OK using the right display key to select the product.

3. Select FAN REV using the left display key. Rotate the
knob to enter the desired length of time between fan
reversals. Press OK to save the reversal increment.

2. The oven preheats to the set temperature. When the
GLVSOD\ ÀDVKHV /2$' RSHQ WKH GRRU DQG ORDG WKH
product.

COOL DOWN
NOTE: The unit can be cooled down rapidly for steaming, cleaning, etc.

3. Press the START KEY (8) to begin the cook cycle.
The timer counts down.

1. To cool down the oven cavity, open the door and
press the COOL DOWN KEY(16) and open the door.

NOTE: See page 19 for adjustments that can be
made during any cook cycle.

2. The oven automatically shuts down when the oven
reaches the cool down temperature.

4. When the cook cycle is complete, the alarm beeps
and the display reads DONE. Press any key to silence alarm. Select CANCEL using the right display
key to exit the cook cycle.

OVEN SHUTDOWN
1. Press the COOL DOWN KEY (16). The display reads
COOLING and gives the actual cavity temperature.
To speed up the cool down process, open the doors.

5. Remove the product from the oven.

2. When the oven has cooled down, the display reads
OFF PRESS POWER KEY TO TURN ON.

COOK CYCLE ADJUSTMENTS
The following adjustments can be made at any time during the cook cycle.

NOTE: The lights shut off and the vent closed automatically at the end of the cool down cycle.

Vent Moisture from the Oven Cavity
1. Press the VENT KEY (9). This manually opens the
vent until the key is pressed again to close it.
Cancel a Cook Cycle
1. To cancel the cook cycle, press the right display key
under the word cancel.
Hydro Burst
1. To add 100% humidity at any time during a cook cycle, press the HDRO BURST KEY (13).
2. Rotate the knob to enter the length of time you wish
to inject the moisture.
3. Select OK to start injecting humidity.
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PROGRAMMING A RECIPE

USING THE MANAGER TOOLS

NOTE: The control can hold 100 recipes. Each recipe
may have up to 10 cooking stages.

The manager level screens provide tools to set the time
and date, adjust the volume of the beeper and upload/
download recipes using the USB port.

1. Press the RECIPES KEY (15). Rotate the knob to select NEW from the bottom of the recipe list.

To access the manager level screens:
1. Press the TOOLS KEY (17).

2. Select EDIT using the left display key. A touchscreen
keyboard is displayed. Use the keyboard to enter the
desired recipe name.

2. Rotate the knob to select MANAGER. Select OK using the right display key.

NOTE: Product names may be up to 15 characters long and can contain letters, numbers,
spaces and special characters.

3. Use the keypad to enter the code 6647.
USING THE USB PORT

Select OK to save the product name.

1. From the manager level screens, rotate the knob to
scroll to USB. Select OK using the right display key.

3. The control displays a set of default parameters for
WKH¿UVWFRRNLQJVWDJH6HOHFW(',7XVLQJWKHOHIWGLVplay key to change these parameters.

2. Rotate the knob to highlight either “Store menu to
USB” or “Load menu from USB”. Select OK using the
right display key.

4. Press the parameter you wish to change. Rotate the
knob to the desired value. Select OK to save the new
value.

Store menu to the USB
1. 8VHWKHNH\SDGWRHQWHUDQHZ¿OHQDPH6HOHFW2.
using the right display key.

5. Repeat step 4 for each parameter you wish to change.
To program a probe cooking stage:

2. Once upload is complete, press ESCAPE to return to
the previous screen.

b. Press the PROBE/TIME parameter to toggle to
Probe.

Load menu from USB
c.

Rotate the knob to select the desired product setpoint temperature. Select OK to save the temperature.

1. 5RWDWH WKH NQRE WR VHOHFW WKH GHVLUHG ¿OH IRU GRZQload. Select OK using the right display key.
2. Once download is complete, press ESCAPE to return
to the previous screen.

d. Rotate the knob to highlight the probe step in the
step list. The hold toggle appears in the upper left
corner of the screen. Rotate the knob to highlight
the word HOLD. Select EDIT using the left display key to toggle between YES and NO.
6. To add a cooking step, select ADD using the right disSOD\ NH\ 7KH ¿UVW VWHS LV FRSLHG 5HSHDW  WR VHW
parameters for the new step.
7. To delete any step, rotate the knob to highlight the
step. Select DEL RECIPE using the right display key.
8. To save the recipe and exit the edit mode, select ESC
using the center display key.
9. To delete a recipe, with the recipe name highlighted
during the edit process, press and hold the left display key until the display returns to the recipe list. The
recipe will now be deleted from the list.
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New Manual Control Factory and Service Codes

1. To start the unit must be in the

off position. This screen will be
the first that you will see.

3. After pressing the “TOOLS” button the
screen above is next. Turn the silver knob to
move the cursor to “FACTORY” and press O.K.

4. Enter the factory code of “3228” and
press O.K.

5. Move the silver knob to what you want

2. Press the “TOOLS” button.
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to check or change and press O.K. Press
“ESC” to return to the tools menu.

6. After pressing the ESC icon, the screen above
is next. Turn the silver knob to move the cursor to
“SERVICE” and press O.K.

8. Rotate the knob to “IO BOARD TEST”

7. Enter the service code of
“7378” and press O.K.

9. Press the “OUTPUTS” icon.

and press O.K.

11. To select one just press on the screen at
10. This screen shows all the outputs
that can be activated indivigully.
60

the icon displayed. The selection will turn a
different color. Make sure that all are turned
off before exiting the service mode.

Operation
SmartTouch 2 Touchscreen Control
CONTROL DESCRIPTION
1. TOUCHSCREEN - interactive display for oven functioning and/or programming
2. USB Port and COVER - Use to transfer recipes and
data to/from the control
3. HEAT CUTOFF - used to turn heat source off
4. CIRCUIT BREAKER - Provides circuit protection for
the oven controls. DO NOT use as a power switch.
5. CORE PROBE CONNECTION - plug core temperature probe in here when using probe cooking

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 12
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MANUAL MODE COOKING

sired reversal interval on the keypad provided. Press
ENTER to save.

1. Press POWER to turn on the oven.

Lights - At any time the lights can be turned on or off
by toggling the LIGHT icon.

2. Press MANUAL to proceed to the manual cook
screen.

5. The oven preheats to the set temperature.

3. Set the following cooking parameters from the MANUAL screen.

NOTE: START will not be displayed until the oven
has reached the set temperature.

Humidity - Use the slider at the top of screen to adjust cavity moisture content in 5% increments. To enter an exact value, press and hold the slider until the
keypad is displayed. Press ENTER to save.

6. Press START to begin cooking. The display counts
down. Press CANCEL at any time to stop the cook
cycle.
7. :KHQWKHFRRNWLPHKDVH[SLUHGWKHGLVSOD\ÀDVKHV
DONE and the alarm sounds. Press CANCEL to silence the alarm. The display returns to the previous
cook time setting.

Temperature - Press the temperature text and enter
the desired oven temperature on the keypad provided. Press ENTER to save.
Cook Time - Press the time text and enter the desired cook time on the keypad provided. Press ENTER to save. Press the units text to toggle between
hours/minutes and minutes/seconds.

8. Press BACK to exit out of MANUAL mode.
CORE PROBE COOKING

Fan Speed - Press the fan speed text to toggle between Gentle, Low, High or Turbo.

1. Press POWER to turn on the oven.
2. Press MANUAL to proceed to the manual cook
screen. Set the desired humidity, cook temp and fan
speed.

NOTE: If the oven is preheating or cooling down,
the fan speed will automatically run in high
until the oven reaches the set temperature.

3. 6HOHFW&RUH3UREH&RRNLQJIURPWKHÀ\RXWPHQX

4. Press the FLYOUT MENU arrow to access the following parameters.
Actual Temp - Press to display the actual cavity temperature

4. 3UHVVWKHSUREHWDUJHWWH[W(QWHUWKHGHVLUHG¿QLVKHG
product temperature on the keypad provided. Press
ENTER to save.

Core Probe Cooking - Press to use the core probe
cooking feature.

5. Insert a core probe into the probe outlet on the control
panel.

Add a Minute - Press +1 MIN to add 1 minute of time
at any point during the cook cycle.

6. The HOLD button appears. To enable the Cook &
Hold feature, press the hold button.

Hydro Burst - Press to add 100% humidity at any
time. Use the provided keypad to enter desired length
of hydro burst. Press ENTER to save. The display
counts down the hydro burst time remaining.

7. When the product has reached the set core temperature the display reads DONE.
8. Cook Only - Unplug the core probe and remove the
product.

Vent Position - The vent can be opened or closed by
toggling the VENT icon at any point during the cook
cycle.

Cook & Hold - The oven cavity temperature adjusts
to the optimum temperature for holding the product
without overcooking. The display counts up the time
the item has been holding.

NOTE: When vent is opened on HVH models, air
is actively forced through the system. This
allows for the rapid evacuation of moisture
from the cavity.
Fan Delay - Press the fan delay icon. Use the provided keypad to enter a fan delay increment. Press
ENTER to save.
Fan Reversal Interval - To adjust the fan reversal
time, press the FAN REVERSAL icon. Enter the de62
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Core Probe Screen

Vent
Closed

Humidity

Vent
Open

Temperature

Actual Temp
Core Probe
Cooking
Add a minute

Time

Hydro Burst
Vent Position
Fan Speed
Fan Delay
Fan Reversal
Increment
Lights

Flyout Menu

Figure 13
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MENU MODE
Create a New Recipe

3. The NEW RECIPE screen is displayed. Press the
camera icon.

1. From the mode selection screen, select MENU.

Figure 16

Figure 14

4. Select an icon to represent the recipe.

2. Press NEW RECIPE.

Figure 15

Figure 17
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8. (QWHUSDUDPHWHUVIRUWKH¿UVWFRRNLQJVWHS3UHVVWKH
icon above each parameter to adjust settings. Press
the + to add a step. Press the X to delete the current
step.

5. Press NEW RECIPE text. Use the keypad provided to
enter a recipe name. Press the DISK ICON to save.

Figure 18
6. OPTIONAL: Press MARK AS FAVORITE if desired.

Figure 20

7. OPTIONAL: To add to an existing category, press
ADD TO CATEGORY. Select category. Press DONE.

9. Once all steps have been entered, press the DISK
ICON to save the recipe
Edit an Existing Recipe
1. From the mode selection screen, select MENU.
2. Press and hold the icon for the recipe you wish to edit.
3. Choose edit, copy or delete from the pop up menu.

Copy

Edit

Figure 21
Figure 19
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Delete
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Create a New Category

4. Press the NEW CATEGORY text. Use the keypad
provided to enter a category name. Press the DISK
ICON to save.

1. From the mode selection screen, select MENU.

Figure 22
Figure 24

2. Press NEW CATEGORY.

5. Select the recipes to include in the category. Press
DONE to save.

Figure 23
3. Press the camera to select an icon to represent the
group.
Figure 25
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Edit Existing Category
1. From the mode selection screen, select MENU.
2. Press and hold the icon for the category you wish to
edit.
3. Choose edit, copy or delete from the pop up menu.
Menu Mode Cooking
1. From the mode selection screen, press MENU.
2. Select a recipe using one of the following:
a. If the recipe is one of your favorites, press FAVORITES. Then select the recipe.
b. If the recipe is part of a category, select the category. Then select the recipe.
c.

Press ALL RECIPES, scroll through the list using
the left and right arrow keys. Select the recipe.

Figure 27
4. Press the FLYOUT arrow at any time to access Add a
Minute, Hydro Burst or the cavity lights. Press CANCEL at any time to stop the cook cycle.

Figure 28
5. :KHQ WKH FRRN WLPH KDV H[SLUHG WKH GLVSOD\ ÀDVKes DONE and the alarm sounds. Press CANCEL to
silence the alarm. The control returns to the recipe
cook screen.

Figure 26
3. The control enters the Menu Cooking screen. Press
the START KEY to begin the cook cycle.

6. Press BACK to exit out of MENU mode.
NOTE: START will not be displayed until the oven
has reached the programmed set temperature.
NOTE: If the oven is preheating or cooling down,
the fan speed will automatically run in high
until the oven reaches the set temperature.
NOTE: To edit a cooking step, press and hold the
step before starting the program.
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RACK TIMING
Creating a Rack Timing Group
1. From the mode selection screen, select RACK TIMING. The SELECT GROUP screen is displayed.
2. Select ADD GROUP.

Figure 29
3. Press the pencil icons to edit the group name and
cooking parameters. You may also select an icon to
represent the group.
Figure 31
4. Enter desired cooking parameters.
6. Press SAVE RECIPES TO GROUP.
Select Icon

Edit Existing Group

Edit Name

1. From the mode selection screen, select RACK TIMING.

Edit
Parameters

2. Press and hold the icon for the group you wish to edit.
3. Choose edit, copy or delete from the pop up menu.

Figure 30
5. Select the repices you would like to place in the
group. Only recipes with parameters matching the
group may be selected.
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Using Rack Timing

5. To add time, select +1 MIN key for individual racks or
+1 MIN ALL key to add time to all racks. Each time the
key is pressed, 1 minute of cook time is added.

1. From the mode selection screen, select RACK TIMING. The SELECT GROUP screen is displayed.

During the cook cycle, individual rack timers will
count down as the product is cooked. If you wish to
cancel the bake, you can press the STOP ALL key, or
you can stop individual racks.

2. Select the desired food group for your product.

6. Once a rack bake is complete the beeper will sound.
Press STOP next to the rack that has completed the
FRRNF\FOH,IDOOUDFNV¿QLVKDWWKHVDPHWLPHSUHVV
STOP ALL. STOP ALL.

Figure 32
3. Press selected item icon at the top of the screen, drag
to an open shelf. Or tap an open rack to assign the
selected icon to that rack.

Figure 34
7. Press CLEAR ALL to escape the screen.
To Use Independant Timer
1. Press the FLYOUT arrow at any time to access an
independant timer or the cavity lights.
Figure 33
4. Start timers using the arrows. You can choose START
ALL or start individual racks.
Figure 35

NOTE: START will not be displayed until the oven
has reached the programmed set temperature.
NOTE: If the oven is preheating or cooling down,
the fan speed will automatically run in high
until the oven reaches the set temperature.
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USB INTERFACE

3. The following menu is displayed.

To Access the USB Drive
1. From the mode selection screen, select USB

Figure 38
4. Insert USB drive into USB port on the control panel.

Figure 36
2. Enter the code 6647 on the keypad provided.

Figure 37
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To Store Menu Data to a USB

To Retrieve Menu Data from a USB

NOTE: The following procedure may be used to store
any type of data to a USB including HACCP, settings and fault logs.

NOTE: The following procedure may be used to upload
menu recipes and/or icons from a USB.

1. Select STORE MENU TO USB.

2. 6HOHFWWKH¿OHWRGRZQORDGWRWKHRYHQ

1. Select LOAD MENU FROM USB.

2. (QWHUD¿OHQDPHIRUWKHPHQXGDWDXVLQJWKHNH\SDG
provided. Press the disk icon to save.
127('2127XVHVSDFHVLQWKH¿OHQDPH

Figure 40
3. The status screen is displayed. Press OK when the
transfer is complete.

Figure 39
3. The status screen is displayed. Press OK when the
transfer is complete.
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COOL DOWN
1. From the mode selection screen, select COOL
DOWN.

2. The display toggles between cooling and open door
in yellow until the oven is cool.
NOTE: If the oven is shut down with the curcuit
breaker switch at the bottom of the front
panel, the display will return to the power
screen.
NOTE: The vent will automatically open and the fan
will run on high speed during cool down to
assist in lowering the cavity temperature.
The fan and vent will disengage when the
oven had cooled.

Figure 41

Figure 42
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New Touchscreen Control Factory and Service Codes
ENTER PASSWORD

2

1
4

DEF

5

6

JKL

GHI

7

1. To access the SERVICE menu press

3

ABC

MNO

8

9

PQRS

TUV

wxvz

CLEAR

0

ENTER

3. Enter the service code "7378" and press

the "TOOLS" icon on the display.

"ENTER"

SERVICE MENU
SET TIME/DATE

TOOLS MENU

SPEAKER VOLUME
SCREEN BRIGHTNESS

SYSTEM INFORMATION

TEMPERATURE UNITS: F

MANAGER
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

FACTORY

SHOW COUNTERS
FAULT LOG

SERVICE
TEST DIGITAL OUTPUTS
MONITOR INPUTS
FLUSH/DELI ME OPERATIONS

2. Press the "SERVICE" icon on the display.
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4. To test the I/O board outputs, press the
"TEST DIGITAL OUTPUTS" icon.

RTDINPUTS
Cavity Probe : 388°F
Boiler Probe : 197°F
Drain Probe : J2°F

SERVICE MENU

Vent Probe : Open
Core Probe : Open

SET TIME/ DATE

Control Temp: J2°F

DIGITAL OUTPUTS

SPEAKER VOLUME

Delime
Pump

Cooling

Fan Speed

Fan Sp eed

Fan FWD

Fan REV

Bit 1

Bit 2

Bit

Bit

Quench

H ot Air
Pilot

Hot Air
Enable

Solenoid

Lights

SCREEN BRIGHTNESS

Fan

K4

Jl.4

TEMPERATURE UNITS: F

Solenoid
K2

J2.6

Boiler
Drain
J18 . 12

K9

J6 .4

K27

Boiler

H ood
Enable
J18 7

FAULT LOG

C

Boiler

Pilot
K11

J20.7

SHOW COUNTERS

Spritzer

K 16

J20.2

Boiler
Fill

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

TEST DIGITAL OUTPUTS

Heat

K 15

J6.5

MONITOR INPUTS

J7 Fan Sp eed

..

DAC

I

J11 . 7 Hood f•ult

FLUSH/ DELI ME OPERATIONS

0.0VDC

J11 .4 Fan Speed Signal

7. To monitor the I/O board inputs, press the

5. This screen shows the digital outputs that

"MONITOR INPUTS" icon.

can be tested.

RTDINPUTS
Cavity Probe : 394°F
Boile r Probe: 200°F
Drain Probe : 32°F

MONITOR INPUTS

Vent Probe: Open
Core Probe : Open
Control Temp : J2°F

RTD INPUTS (J41)

DIGITAL OUTPUTS

Lights
Jl. 4

Cooling

Delime
Pump

Vent

Fan

••

Jl. 1 1

Jl.8

Cavity (1 -2)

394°F

Control (3-4)

32° F

Drain (5-6)

32°F

Core Probe (7-8)

Probe Open

K1

J2 .4

RTD I NPUTS (J8)
Fan Speed
Bit 1

Fan Speed

Bit 2
J2 . 10

J2.9

Que n ch

Hot Air

Enable

Pilot

••

J6.4

K 16

J20.2

~'~· ~·,~- ~ C:J [=]
Boile r

Boiler

Drain

F ill

Fan REV
Bit
J2.12

J2.11

Hot Air

Sole no id
J 2 .6

Fan FWD
Bit

Boiler
P ilot

1 97°F

Ve nt Probe (3-4)

Probe Ope n

Product 2 (5-6)

Pro b e Open

C PU Temp

1 23°F

Spritzer
Solenoid
J18.3

K7

Boiler

DIGIT/IL INPUT'>

Heat
J209

J7 Fan Speed

DAC
0 .0VDC
J 11 . 7 Hood Fotull

Boiler(l -2)

J 11.2 D oor Closed

J 1.2 Boile r Overtemp

Jl 1.J Cavity Overt emp

Jl.J Boile r Level High

Jll.4 Fan Inverter

Jl.4 Boiler Level Low

J11.524VDC Feedback

J11.4 Fan Speed Sign.ii

Jl 1. 7 H ood Fault

8. Here you will see all inputs and their

6. Press the icon that you want to test.
Make sure that all icons are shut off
before leaving this screen. Press the
"BACK" icon.

status. Press the "BACK" icon till the Tools
Menu appears.
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9. To access the Factory settings, press

11. This screen allows you to set and
review the factory settings.

the "FACTORY" icon on the screen.
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10. Enter the factory code of "3228" and press the enter icon.

Maintenance
Spray Bottle Operating Procedure
NOTE: Only use a commercial oven cleaner/degreaser
with the spray bottle. DO NOT use chemicals
that are not intended as oven cleaners. See
chemical manufacturer’s information for intended
use.

WARNING!!
Protective clothing and eyewear should be
worn while using cleaning agents.

1. Unscrew the sprayer
head
and
fill
the
container to the MAX mark. Screw the head assembly
on firmly to ensure an airtight seal. The liquid
must be clean and free from foreign matter. Do not
overfill - space must be left for compressing air.

Pressure Pump

Spray Trigger

Spray Head

2. To build up pressure, pump approximately 20 full
strokes when the container is filled with liquid. The
higher the pressure, the finer the spray. If the container is only partially filled, then more pumping is
required to compress the additional air space.

Pump

Pressure
Vessel

3. To spray, depress the trigger with your thumb.
4. Adjust spray nozzle for a wide spray pattern.

Clean the pump 2 or 3 times per week with warm water

5. After a period of spraying, the pressure will drop. Restore the pressure by operating the air pump.

Figure 42

6. Release pressure after use by inverting the spray
head and depressing the trigger or by slowly unscrewing the spray head assembly which will allow air to escape from around the filling aperture.

Complete Spray Bottle - P/N R0006
Spray Head Repair Kit - P/N R6332

7. After use, rinse the spray bottle with clean water and check that the hole in the nozzle is perfectly
clean and clear. Warm water (not hot) used with a
household detergent is a useful cleaning agent for
this purpose.
NOTE: Further information can be found in the
instruction leaflet supplied with your spray
bottle.
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Maintenance
Cleaning and Preventive Maintenance
CLEANING THE INTERIOR

On stainless interiors, deposits of baked on splatter, oil,
grease or light discoloration may be removed with a
good non toxic industrial stainless steel cleaner. Apply cleaners when the oven is cold and always rub with
the grain of the metal. The racks, rack supports and the
blower wheel may be cleaned in the oven or by removing
them from the oven and soaking them in a solution of
ammonia and water.

Daily Cleaning
Daily cleaning of the appliance is essential for sanitation,
and to ensure against operational difficulties. The stainless steel cavity may corrode with improper cleaning of
the oven. Use an oven cleaning detergent in conjunction
with the supplied spray bottle.
For difficult cleaning, allow the spray-on oven cleaner to
work longer before rinsing.

NOTE: DO NOT use corrosive cleaners not intended for
oven cleaning on your Hydrovection oven.

1. Cool the appliance down to 140°F (60°C) or, if the
oven has been idle, turn the Hydro mode on
fo r 3 to 4 minutes in order to warm the cavity
surfaces.

Recommended cleaners:

2. Fill
the spray bottle and pump
the container with the pressure pump.

air

into

•

ECOLAB		

Greasecutter Plus

•

CELLO

EZ Clean

•

Diversey-Lever

Advance Oven Cleaner

WARNING!!

3. Spray the interior of the oven with a cleaning
solution. Be certain to spray cleaner through the fan
guard to cover all surfaces.

Be sure to read and follow the MSDS or
safety instructions on the bottle for your oven
cleaner.

NOTE: Never spray water into the appliance when
the temperature is above 212°F (100°C).
4. Let the cleaner work the time recommended by
the cleaning solution manufacturer. For
difficult,
baked on grease, etc. allow to work over night.
5. Set the timer for 15 to 20 minutes.
6. Run the oven at 225°F (107°C) in the Hydro mode
with 100% humidity. This will soften all burned on
residue.
interior with
water
7. Rinse the appliance
(a hose is supplied, but take care that only the
interior cavity is sprayed with water). Wipe the interior
dry after rinsing.
8. The door should be kept slightly open after cleaning.
This will allow the oven to vent and increase the life
of the door gasket.
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Maintenance
Cleaning and Preventive Maintenance
Oven Weekly Cleaning

5. Thoroughly spray cleaner onto the fan and heat
source. Close the door to allow the cleaner to work.

In addition to the daily cleaning, it is necessasry to clean
behind the fan guard of this oven on a weekly basis. This
is necessary for proper functioning of the oven. Scale will
build up on the fan and heat source leading to a less efficient oven.

6. After ten minutes, rinse the cleaner off. Return the fan
guard to the closed position. Rotate the two screws to
secure the fan guard.

1. Turn off the oven. Make sure that the oven is cooled
down to under 140°F (60°C).

Remove and clean the blower wheel every 6 months.

2. Remove the rack guides.

The exterior of the appliance may be cleaned and kept in
good condition with a light oil. Saturate a cloth and wipe
the appliance when it is cold; wipe dry with a clean cloth.

CLEANING THE EXTERIOR

3. Rotate the two screws on the left side of the fan guard.

WARNING!!
DO NOT spray the outside of the appliance
with water or clean with a water jet. Cleaning
with a water jet can impregnate chlorides into
the stainless steel, causing the onset of corrosion.
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
The best preventive maintenance measures are
the
proper initial installation of the equipment and a
program for cleaning the appliance routinely. The Hydrovection requires no lubrication. Contact the factory, the
factory representative or a local Blodgett service company to perform maintenance and repairs should they be
required.

Figure 43
4. Remove the fan guard.

Figure 44
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Control Description
1. DISPLAY - displays information related to oven function and/or programming.
2. ESCAPE KEY - press to return to the previous screen
3. +1 KEY is the “Bake More” feature, when pressed
one minute of additional time is added.
4. USB Port and COVER - Use to transfer recipes and
data to/from the control
5. HEAT CUTOFF - used to turn gas on or off (HV-100G
only) Must be left in the ON position.
6. CIRCUIT BREAKER - Used to turn power to the unit
on or off. Must be left in the ON position

1

2

3

5
HEAT CUTOFF CIRCUIT BREAKER

4

Figure 1
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Menu mode cooking
1. Press the POWER key to power up the control.

3. Push the SELECT ITEM.

Figure 2

Figure 4

2. Select the MENU key to cook using the preprogrammed menu items.

4. Select the number of trays to be cooked.

Figure 5

Figure 3

OPERATION
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5. Once selected the control returns to the Menu Cooking screen. The control display “Preheating” as the
oven heats to the cook temperature.

7. Press the START KEY to begin the cook cycle.

Figure 8
8. Once the time has expired, the display reads DONE.
Press the CANCEL key to end the bake cycle. Then
press the ESCAPE key to arrow back to the menu
screen.

Figure 6
6. When the START button appears, the oven is ready
to be loaded.

If more bake time is desired, press the +1 key. This
adds one additional minute for each press of the key.

NOTE: When loading product into the oven, load
from the middle out.

Figure 7

Figure 9
9. To select next item to bake, press the icon in the upper right corner. You will be brought back to the main
recipe screen
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cool down
1. To cool down the unit, press the ESCAPE key, then
press the COOL DOWN icon.

2. The oven will toggle between cooling and open door
in yellow until the oven is cool. Once cool, the oven
will go to standby.
NOTE: If the oven is shut down with the circuit
breaker switch at the bottom of the front
panel, the display will return to the power
screen. Select your option to begin.

Figure 10

Figure 11
3. Leave the doors open to allow for proper cooling.
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transferring recipes using the usb
1. Return to the power screen.

2. Press the TOOLS key. Enter the code 6647 on the
keypad.

Figure 12

Figure 13
3. Press the MANAGE MENU DATA key. Insert the USB
drive into the Intelliport.
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To Retrieve Menu Data from USB
1. Press the GET MENU DATA from USB key to transfer
recipes from the USB.

Figure 16
4. The status screen appears to display the upload status. The display returns to the previous screen when
upload is complete.

Figure 14

5. Press the ESC key to exit USB screen.

2. The control displays all menu (.MNU) files on the USB
drive. Select the desired file.

Figure 15
3. The overwrite warning screen appears. Press YES to
continue
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spray bottle operating procedure
NOTE: Only use a commercial oven cleaner/degreaser
with the spray bottle. DO NOT use chemicals
that are not intended as oven cleaners. See
chemical manufacturer’s information for intended
use.

	WARNING!!
Protective clothing and eyewear should be
worn while using cleaning agents.

1. Unscrew the sprayer head and fill the container to
the MAX mark. Screw the head assembly on firmly to
ensure an airtight seal. The liquid must be clean and
free from foreign matter. Do not overfill - space must
be left for compressing air.

Pressure Pump

Spray Trigger

Spray Head

2. To build up pressure, pump approximately 20 full
strokes when the container is filled with liquid. The
higher the pressure, the finer the spray. If the container is only partially filled, then more pumping is required to compress the additional air space.

Pump

Pressure
Vessel

3. To spray, depress the trigger with your thumb.
4. Adjust spray nozzle for a wide spray pattern.

Clean the pump 2 or 3 times per week with warm water

5. After a period of spraying, the pressure will drop. Restore the pressure by operating the air pump.

Figure 17

6. Release pressure after use by inverting the spray
head and depressing the trigger or by slowly unscrewing the spray head assembly which will allow
air to escape from around the filling aperture.

Complete Spray Bottle - P/N R0006
Spray Head Repair Kit - P/N R6332

7. After use, rinse the spray bottle with clean water and
check that the hole in the nozzle is perfectly clean
and clear. Warm water (not hot) used with a household detergent is a useful cleaning agent for this purpose.
NOTE: Further information can be found in the
instruction leaflet supplied with your spray
bottle.
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cleaning and preventative maintenance
Note:

	WARNING!!
Be sure to read and follow the MSDS or
safety instructions on the bottle for your oven
cleaner.

8. Spray interior of oven with prepared spray bottle fill
with approved cleaning solution.

CLEANING: STEAM FEATURE
It is important to use the steam cleaning feature immediately after the end of the last baking cycle ON A DAILY
BASIS so that the interior walls of the oven are hot enough
to create the proper amount of water vapor needed.

Note

Never spray liquids into the oven when the
interior temperature is above 212°F.

9. To begin steam cleaning feature, close oven doors
and press start (green arrow) on control panel. Process is programmed to run for 15 minutes at 140 ᴼF
in 100% hydro.

1. When the last baking cycle has finished return to the
main menu on the control panel.
Note:

Always use the appropriate safety gear
when cleaning the oven (safety glasses,
high temp gloves, arm shields, and aprons)
when spraying, scrubbing and rinsing detergents during the cleaning process.

The best time to clean is immediately after
the last baking cycle due to the heat permeated throughout the oven walls.

10. When the steam feature is complete, scrub the oven
interior using the Blue 3M 2000 scrub pad and approved mild detergent.

2. Select CLEANING.

11. Rinse the oven interior with clean cool water. Repeat
rinsing until all detergents are completely flushed
away. Use the center drain to remove all waste water.
12. Wipe dry with a clean dry cloth.
13. Replace side-pan-supports.
CLEANING OVEN CENTER DOOR GASKET / PERIMETER DOOR GASKET
1. Use water with approved mild detergent to wipe down
gasket.
2. Rinse with clean cool water and wipe dry with a clean
dry cloth.
CLEANING OVEN GLASS DOORS
1. To release the glass pane, press upward on glass-retention-clip located at the top of the oven door interior.

Figure 18

2. Separate and gently swing glass panel on hinge from
door frame.

4. Open the oven doors approximately 1/3 to speed up
cooling process.

3. Use approved glass cleaner only to clean glass door
with a clean dry cloth. Do not use abrasive pads.
Abrasive pads will scratch glass. Do not use detergent. Detergent will leave streaks on glass.

5. While oven is cooling prepare spray bottle with approved cleaning solution (see page 8).

4. Close glass pane by applying gentle pressure to reengage glass retnetion clip.

3. Select 1 TRAY.

6. A beep will sound when oven reaches 140°F.

when oven is not in use

7. With proper safety gloves, remove side-pan-supports
to wash, rinse and sanitize. Wipe dry with a clean dry
cloth.

OPERATION

1. After cleaning is complete, oven doors must REMAIN
SLIGHTLY OPEN when not in use to allow for the
oven to fully dry and to increase the life of the door
gaskets.
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CLEANING THE EXTERIOR
The exterior of the appliance may be cleaned and kept in
good condition with a light oil. Saturate a cloth and wipe
the appliance when it is cold; wipe dry with a clean cloth.
	WARNING!!
DO NOT spray the outside of the appliance
with water or clean with a water jet. Cleaning
with a water jet can impregnate chlorides into
the stainless steel, causing the onset of corrosion.
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
The best preventive maintenance measures are
the
proper initial installation of the equipment and a
program for cleaning the appliance routinely. The Hydrovection requires no lubrication. Contact the factory, the
factory representative or a local Blodgett service company to perform maintenance and repairs should they be
required.
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PRODUCT TROUBLESHOOTING
1. Bagels are “balling up”
•

Is the oven temperature too hot?

•

Is the water on for steam mode?

•

Is there a clog in your water line?

•

Are you using the correct program?

•

Did you preheat the oven for a minimum of 30 minutes?

2. Bagels are blistering
•

Is the water on for steam mode?

•

Are the bagels at the proper temperature of 50-60 degrees before loading?

•

Are the bagels less than 12 hours old and stored at proper temperature?

•

Are the bagels still within use by code?

3. Muffins are gooey on the top
•

Did you pull all muffins when the alarm went off to check non-fruit?

•

When baking a multiple flavor load the alarm will beep to check all non-fruit varieties first. Remove those from the
oven when baked through, leave the fruited varieties in the oven until baked through.

4. Muffins are not “crowning”
•

Do you have it in the proper program?

•

Is there too much sanding sugar on top?

•

Is there a multiple stage program beginning with a low temperature and then going up higher?

•

Are your muffins within the use by code date?

5. Muffins are leaning
•

Do you have it in the proper program?

•

Is the fan too high?

6. Muffin crowns are too dark
•

Were they frozen when they were loaded into the oven?

•

Do you have the proper program set for the amount you are cooking?

7. Croissants are too light
•

Do you have the proper program set for the amount you are cooking?

8. Danish are doughy around the edges
•

Do you have the proper program set for the amount you are cooking?

•

Are you using the Danish program?

9. Cookies are burnt
•

Do you have the proper program set for the amount you are cooking?

OPERATION
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Relay Board LED/Relay/Pin Key
SPST Relays:
K15 = LED D27
Common J2.5
Normally Open J2.6

K6 = LED D25
Common J3.2
Normally Open J3.4

K9 = LED D28
Common J3.5
Normally Open J3.6

K14 = LED D21
Common J2.1
Normally Open J2.2

K16 = LED D22
Common J2.3
Normally Open J2.4

K12 = LED D29
Common J20.10
Normally Open J20.9

K10 = LED D23
Common J3.7
Normally Open J3.8

K5 = LED D24
Common J2.3
Normally Open J2.4

K13 = LED D32
Common J20.8
Normally Open J20.7

K4 = LED D26
Common J3.10
Normally Open J3.11

DPDT Relays:
K3 = LED D31
Common J6.6
Common J6.3
Normally Open J6.5
Normally Open J6.4

K2= LED D35
Common J6.10
Common J6.7
Normally Open J6.9
Normally Open J6.8

K1 = LED D37
Common J20.4
Common J20.1
Normally Open J20.3
Normally Open J20.2

K8 = LED D33
Common J18.2
Common J18.4
Normally Open J18.1
Normally Open J18.3

K7 = LED D36 (With SW1)
Common J18.9
Common J18.12
Normally Open J18.10 Normally Open J18.11
N. Closed J18.11 (JP4)
N. Closed J18.10 (JP3)

K18 = LED D34
Common J18.6
Common J18.7
Normally Open J18.5
Normally Open J18.8
N. Closed J18.8 (JP2)
N. Closed J18.5 (JP1)

LED 1
Flashes 100 Milliseconds on, 100 Milliseconds off if there is not communication between the
relay board and the controller. It flashes 1 second on, 1 second off if there is communication between
the controller and the relay board.
LED 2
Flashes on and off when data is received from the controller.
LED 3
Flashes on and off when data is transmitted to the controller.
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Power On - Prepurge

24V AC is received
at 24VAC triggering
a 30 second
Prepurge

Call For Heat

24 Volts arrives
at TH

Self Check

0µA at Sense 4 (No
Flame Sense)
And No Input to
PSW

Input Present at PSW with
No IND Output Triggered
(LED Flashes 1)
Resets if PSW Lost

4 Second Prepurge

4 second output
from IND causes
an input at PSW

4 second output from IND
but no input to PSW
(LED Flashes 1) Resets if
PSW Found

1st

24V out from V1
and Spark to the
igniter for 4
Seconds

(LED Flashes Once)

2nd

3rd

.7µA or Greater at S1 =
Flame with No call for
Heat (LED Flashes 2)
Resets if Current Lost

Trial For Ignition

Rectification

Less than .7µA to
S1

Interpurge

Interpurge of 30
seconds

Trial For Ignition

24V out from V1
and Spark to the
igniter for 4
seconds

Rectification

Less than .7µA to
S1

Interpurge

Interpurge of 30
seconds

Trial For Ignition

Rectification

.7 µA or greater
to S1

24V out from V1
and Spark to the
igniter for 4
seconds

Less than .7µA to S1 =
Rectification Lockout
( LED Flashes 3) Resets
after 15 Minutes

.7 µA or greater
to S1

Spark output is ended
and 24V is output from
V1 until the call for heat
is ends or rectification is
lost

V1 Continues

Recycle

.7 µA or greater
to S1

5 recycles or repeated
sequence of operation
errors = Control Failure
Lockout
(LED92on Solid) No Reset

S1 Sense Drops below .7µA,
V1 output is stopped and
the sequence restarts at 1st
trial for ignition

HV-100G, HVH-100G, XR8G,
BDO-100G-ES, Zephaire 100/200 G-ES and DFG-100/200 G-ES
Gas Valve Information

Manifold Pressure Adjustment Screw.
Remove the brass cover. The
adjustment is made under the cap.
While oven is firing turning the screw
Clockwise will Increase and turning it
Counter Clockwise will Decrease the
manifold pressure.

Incoming Gas Pressure Tap. Turn
the gas off at the wall. Loosen the
Allen Screw and slide the
manometor hose over the port.
Turn the gas back on. Incoming
pressure should be:
Nat 7-10 inches WC
LP 11-14 inches WC

Manifold Pressure Tap. Loosen the
Allen screw and slide the manometer
hose over the top. Then fire the oven.
The manifold pressure should be:
Nat 3.5 inches WC
LP 10 inches WC
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HV-100 E or G Chart for Every Probe in Oven
The K stands for 1000 and in this case the meter reads 1.090
which is 1090 thousand ohms and by using the chart we see the
Probe thinks it is at 75 degrees Fahrenheit or 24 degrees Celsius.

OHMS

This picture may not
represent the actual
probe. For the HV, there
are 4 very different
looking Probes however
they all ohm then same.

1078
1090
1115
1195
1232
1310
1360
1386
1460
1575
1685
1758
1868
1978
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⁰F
68
75
86
125
140
175
200
212
250
300
356
392
450
500

⁰C
20
24
30
50
60
80
93
100
120
150
180
200
230
260

HV-100 AA Old vs New Water Flow Regulator
OLD

The old and the new flow meters flow the same rate of 3gph. One can be set (the old one) and the other
is preset (the new one). The flow is 3 Gallon per Hour but for measuring purposes it’s 6.4oz a minute or
you should be able to overfill a 12oz soda can in 2 minutes. The solenoids for both new and old run off of
24vdc and the new style is the direct replacement for the old. Both flow meters are located in the
control compartment.

NEW
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HV-100 AB New Water Flow Regulator
The old and the new flow meters flow the same rate of
3gph. The flow is 3 Gallon per Hour but for measuring
purposes it’s 6.4oz a minute or you should be able to
overfill a 12oz soda can in 2 minutes. The solenoids for
both new and old run off of 24vdc.

Water flow regulator is located in the
back of the oven next to the blower
motor.

WATER FLOW DIRECTION

WATER FLOW DIRECTION
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HV/HVH-G

HV/HVH-E/G

Heating

Heating

HV/HVH-E/G

Fan, Heating, Dead unit

HV/HVH-G

HV/HVH-E/G

Control, Dead unit

Heating

HV/HVH-E/G

Dead unit

HV/HVH-E/G

HV/HVH-E/G

dead unit

Control

HV/HVH-E/G

dead unit

HV/HVH-E/G Smart Touch

HV/HVH-E/G Smart Touch

dead unit

Control, Dead unit

Applicable Models

Generlized Symptom

High Limit

Transformer (Ignition)

Gas Valve

Meat Probe Port

USB Port

EMI Filter

Speaker

Transformer (Common)

Ciruit Breaker

IO board

Touch Screen

Part
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HV100 AB Failure Modes

Control does not power on. unable to run oven or any subfunctions
Some functions or alarm signals may not be avliable.
unintended actuation of functions, or false alarm and sensor readings
Contacts fail open/closed
Open: Electrical control system will not turn on
Closed: Electrical control system will not turn off
Nucance trips may shut down unit in uneccessary conditions
Nucance trips may shut down unit in uneccessary conditions
Control/ IO will not power on
Over/Under Voltage
Overvoltage: Strain IO
Undervoltage: Strian IO, Dim Display
Varing voltage
Screen brightness fluctuates
Control drops out intermntantly
Short/Open circuit or blown cone
Open ciruit/blown cone: no audible noise
Short circuit: no audible noise, possible negative effect on controller
intermitant connection/disconnection: sporatic performance or touch screen issues
static or off tone sounds
Short/Open circuit
Short: Main breaker will trip due to line to line or line to ground connection
Open: VFD will not be powered, fan will not run

Total Failure

Total Failure
Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Gas system will not operate (IDB,Valve,Spark)
Gas system may intermetantly operate or give error lights.
Gas system may intermetantly operate or give error lights.
Fails Open or Closed
Open: unit has potential to not engauge run away saftey
Closed: unit constantly recognises run away condition. Displays error and wont allow unit to heat.

Opens/Closes speratically
Opens: Gas builds in combustion area, explosive or failed ignition (concentration dependant)
Closes: Unit may not light or reach temperature

curruption of data in transfer, incompatability with approved devices (flash drives)
Open/Short Circuit
Probe will not registered as being inserted. will not be able to use associated functions
Probe may intermintantly register canceling associated functions in progress.
Probe may read incorrectly leading to under/over cooked product
Always Open or Closed
Failed Open: Unit stays lit even through high limit trip manual shutoff required.
Failed Closed: unit does not heat
"sticky" open or closed
Open: unit overheats/ runs away
Closed: Intermitantly does not light

intermintant touch screen issues, intermintant issues with file transfers

Possible increase in leakage current leading to GFCI tripping
Short/Open circuit
Short: USB will not communicate with control, may take down touch screen control
Open: USB will not communicate with control, recipes, settings, and updates cannot be applied via
front panel

Total Failure

VFD may intermitantly recive power, possible increase in leakage current leading to GFCI tripping

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation
Total Failure

Total Failure

mismapped selections (keys) or "phantom touches". Oven does not operate as intended

Total Failure
Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Effects
Control does not power on. unable to run oven or any subfunctions
touch not responsive: unable to actuate or enter various functions
display distortion: unable to interpret information on screen

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Failure Mode
Total Failure
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HV/HVH-G

HV/HVH-E/G

DC functions

HV/HVH-E

Heating

Heating, DC functions

HV/HVH-G

Heating

HV/HVH-E/G

HV/HVH-E/G

Heating

Fan, Heating

HV/HVH-G

Heating

HV/HVH-E/G

HV/HVH-G

Heating

Fan, Heating

HV/HVH-G

Heating

HV/HVH-E

HV/HVH-E/G

Heating

Heating

Applicable Models

Generlized Symptom

Part

DC supply

Heat Relay

Convection Motor

VFD

Contactor

Ciruit Breaker W/ Trip Coil

IDB motor

Heat Switch

Pressure Switch

Ignition Module

Capacitor (IDB)

High Limit

Fan will not run. VFD will Error. Control will report fan error. Heat will not engage.
Fan may not run at designated speed. Most senerios result in drive error. Oven will not heat. Control
will report fan error.
fan does not run as intended, but does not alert VFD. Unit will heat when directed despite stagnent
airflow
Ignition system will not engauge. oven will not heat, no heat error will trigger
Short Circuit: takes down DC supply
heat will drop out sporatically
heat system will engauge when not intended, or drop out when in demand
does not provide 24vdc voltage: Heat, vent, lights, water solenoids, cooling fans, door switch
feedback disabled
supply cannot suffice demand and drops out, requiring hard reset to restart. Fuse blows and mimics
total failure. Components can be strained by inadiqate voltage.
output voltage fluctuates, dependant components perform iradically. Under/Over voltage supplied to
components if selector switch is improperly set
Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Possible increase in leakage current leading to GFCI tripping, incorrect response to speed commands

Total Failure

Convection fan may run intermitantly or only with select speeds/control methods

Convection fan will not run

intermitant connection: Call for heat sporatically drops out
Inverted switch configuration: On position is off, and vise versa
fan does not run, pressure switch on gas system will not change state. ignition module will go into
lockout condition (air flow fault).
Fan does not run a designated RPM or intermitantly drops out. heat will drop out sporatically, poor
combustion on improper RPM
Fan does not run a designated RPM or intermitantly drops out. heat will drop out sporatically, poor
combustion on improper RPM
Contacts fail open/closed
Open: elements can not be energized unit will not heat
Closed: elements will continue to heat regardless of hi-limit or call for heat status
Particular phases may be affected causeing diminished element power
Nucance trips may disable heat in uneccessary conditions.
Open/Closed Contacts
Open: Elements will not be supplied power. Oven will not heat.
Closed: Elements will not turn off, high imit will trip.
Short Circuit (Coil): takes down DC supply
Heat will drop out sporatically
Heat will actuate inapropriatly

Switch fails open or closed
Open: Oven is unable to engauge heat
Closed: unable to shut down call for heat, unable to reset ignition module lock out without hard reset

Effects
"sticky" Open or Closed
Open: unit has potential to not engauge run away saftey
Closed: unit will not reset properly. Displays error and wont allow unit to heat.
Trips runaway safeties when senerio is not valid
IDB blower will not run, unit will not heat
IDB blower may intermitantly run, heat system may drop out
IDB blower may intermitantly run, heat system may drop out
Gas unit will not heat
Heat may drop out or control may go into error conditons periodically
Ingition system turns on/off at inappropriate times
Gas unit will not heat
Heat may drop out or control may go into error conditons periodically
Heat may drop out or control may go into error conditons periodicall

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation
Total Failure
Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation
Total Failure
Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation
Total Failure
Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Failure Mode
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Alarms, DC functions

HVH-E/G

HVH-E/G

Alarms, DC functions

Alarms, DC functions

Alarms

HV-E/G

Product Quality, DC
functions

HV/HVH-E/G

HV/HVH-E/G

Alarms, DC functions

Product Qualtiy, DC
functions

HV/HVH-E/G

Alarms, DC functions

HV/HVH-E/G

HV/HVH-E/G

DC functions

Product Quality, Alarms, DC
functions

Applicable Models

Generlized Symptom

Capacitor (Helix)

Linear Actuator

Relay (Helix)

Water Solenoid (Spritzer)

Water Solenoid (Quench)

Rotary Solenoid

Cooling Fan (Rear IDB)

Cooling Fan (Rear)

Lights

Part

12/19/2016

HV100 AB Failure Modes

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation
Total Failure
Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Partial Failure
Unanticipated Operation

Total Failure

Failure Mode

"sticky" open or closed
Steam Open: product is to moist, oven struggles to recover heat
Steam Closed: Product is too dry
Opens/Closes speratically
Steam Opens/Closes: Product refelect incorrect moisture
Helix system will not engauge.
Short Circuit: takes down DC supply
Linear Actuator or blower may not function individually
Linear Actuator and blower are not syncronized in functions. Vent alarm is triggered
Helix gate will not change state (open/closed)
Short Circuit: takes down DC supply
Linear actuator sporatically actuates
Linear Actuator and blower are not syncronized in functions. Vent alarm is triggered
Helix Motor will not run, vent temp alarm
Helix blower may intermitantly run, intermitant vent temp alarm
Helix blower may intermitantly run, intermitant vent temp alarm

Always Open or Closed
Failed Open:Port constantly flowing, water pools in cavity. Oven struggles to maintain/recover temp.
Failed Closed: Associated port does not open, product dries out.
Short Circuit: Takes down DC supply

"sticky" open or closed
Open: Water pools in cavity, oven struggles to recover heat
Closed: drain to hot intermintantly triggered
Opens/Closes speratically
Quench Opens/Closes: Water pools in cavity, drain to hot intermintantly triggered

Fan may run intermitantly causeing control high temp error or vent alarm error. Fan may
intermitantly drop out DC supply
Fan may run intermitantly causeing control high temp error, vent alarm error, or causing combustion
blower thermal trip (gas)
Open/Short Circuit
Open circuit: Vent cannot be actuated
Short circuit: DC supply is taken down, associated functions disabled
Intermitant response: product reflects incorrect moisture values
Solenoid sporatically actuates: product reflects incorrect moisture values
Always Open or Closed
Failed Open: port constantly flowing, drain constantly dispensing water
Failed Closed: Associated port does not open, drain too hot error
Short Circuit: Takes down DC supply

Open/Short Ciruit
Open: rear compartment will overheat giving control high temp error, or vent alarm (Helix)
Short: DC supply will be disabled (see DC supply)

Effects
Lights do not turn on
Short Circuit: takes down DC supply
Lights do not turn on
Lights increase amp draw and take down DC supply
Open/Short Ciruit
Open: rear compartment will overheat giving control high temp error, vent alarm (Helix), or causing
combustion blower thermal trip (gas)
Short: DC supply will be disabled (see DC supply)
Fan may run intermitantly causeing control high temp error, vent alarm error or causing combustion
blower thermal trip (gas). Fan may intermitantly drop out DC supply
Fan may run intermitantly causeing control high temp error, vent alarm error, or causing combustion
blower thermal trip (gas)
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HV/HVH-E/G

HV/HVH-E/G

Alarms

Alarms

HV/HVH-E/G

Alarms, Heating

HV/HVH-E/G

HV/HVH-E/G

Alarms

Alarms

Applicable Models

Generlized Symptom

Probe (Helix)

Probe (Quench)

Probe (Control)

Probe (Cavity)

Cooling Fan (Electrical
Compartment)

Part

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Unanticipated Operation

Partial Failure

Total Failure

Failure Mode
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Effects
Open/Short Ciruit
Open: electrical compartment will overheat giving control high temp error
Short: DC supply will be disabled (see DC supply)
Fan may run intermitantly causeing control high temp error. Fan may intermitantly drop out DC
supply
Fan may run intermitantly causeing control high temp error
Open Circuit/Short Circuit
Probe Error
Incorrect resistance or response
Constant low temp reading: runs away tripping high limit
Constant high temp reading: unit will not heat
jumping reading: heat system cycles
Incorrect resistance or response
Constant low temp reading: runs away tripping high limit
Constant high temp reading: unit will not heat
Jumping reading: heat system cycles
Open Circuit/Short Circuit
Probe Error
Incorrect resistance or response
Constant low temp reading: does not warn user of overtemp
Constant high temp reading: throws nucance overtemp errors
Jumping reading: intermitantly displays control temp error
Incorrect resistance or response
Constant low temp reading:Does not warn user of overtemp
Constant high temp reading: Throws nucance overtemp errors
Jumping reading: Intermitantly displays control temp error
Open Circuit/Short Circuit
Probe Error
Incorrect resistance or response
Constant low temp reading: Does not quench, does not give drain to hot error
Constant high temp reading: Throws nucance drain overtemp errors, constant quench
Jumping reading: Intermitantly quenches
Incorrect resistance or response
Constant low temp reading: Does not quench, does not give drain to hot error
Constant high temp reading: Throws nucance drain overtemp errors, constant quench
Jumping reading: Intermitantly quenches
Open Circuit/Short Circuit
Vent temperture error
Incorrect resistance or response
Constant low temp reading: Does not quench, does not give vent too hot error
Constant high temp reading: Throws nucance vent overtemp errors
Incorrect resistance or response
Constant low temp reading: Does not quench, does not give vent too hot error
Constant high temp reading: Throws nucance vent overtemp errors
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fan is not running

Long cook times

soot visible on exhaust stack

unit struggles to light/stay lit (gas)

cavity high temperature error (electric)

cavity high temperature error (gas)

cavity high temperature error (general)

unit is not heating (electric)

unit is not heating (gas)

unit is not heating (general)

control compartment temperature error

Meat probe is not registering

functions are missing from control menus

Control display is distorted or unresponsive

Control is black (no power)

Symptom

Control System

check that the door switch is registered as closed

Fan system

Electric: check amp draws and each leg, Gas: visually inspect burners, ensure Passover between burners

Electric: check all elements are receiving power, Gas: check all burners are lighting

view door status through technician menus. check voltage at door switch signal pin J11.2 (24VDC: Closed,
Floating: Open), manually actuate switch if voltage is not present in closed position

check if gasket is plyable and completely sealing vent tube. Check that flapper closes in correct position.

check that IDB is receiving rated voltage initiate trace per schematic, check IDB capacitor is of correct farad value.
replace with correct size for gas type
insert or replace plate with correct size, if needed

check IDB blower is functioning properly
check gas valve orifice is correct for gas type and elevation
check restrictor plate

check condition of vent gasket
see door system

reposition spark rod, clean spark/sense rod
replace with correct size for gas type

check element resistance (power off) to ensure condition and configuration
check that cavity probe is registering correct temperatures
check if high limit safety is engaged
check that heat relay is engaging/disengaging properly
check gas valve is actuating properly
check the element circuit breaker
check that the heat contactor is engaging and disengaging properly
see oven does not heat (General/Gas)
check ignition and flame sense rod for proper arc, corrosion, and/or particulate build up
check gas valve orifice is correct for gas type and elevation

look for short circuits between lines or chassis. Look for open circuits between single element contacts
enter technician menus for control's temperature interpretation
reset push in safety on housing
test activation through technician menus of control. initiate wire trace per schematic
have valve returned for evaluation
reset breaker
test actuation through technician menus on control check input/output voltage in each state

check that supply tube is routed correctly, check that the contacts are wired correctly, check tube for obstructions
change port if needed
initiate trace per schematic
check ignition wire condition and that all other ignition steps have activated, check that spark is arcing between
proper points
turn on circuit breaker
initiate trace on coil per schematic

check if pressure switch is engaging
check if pressure switch has supply tube on correct port
verify ignition module is suppling voltage to gas valve

verify ignition spark is activating
check that element circuit breaker is in the on position
check that heating contactor has voltage across contacts and is engaging

check that IDB is receiving rated voltage initiate trace per schematic, check IDB capacitor is of correct farad value.

turn on switch
close door
increase set temp
see fan system section
see cavity high temperature checks
see DC supply
if locked out take action based on flash code and reset with heat cutoff switch
turn on gas
flip to on position
check coil voltage during call for hear, check contact wiring
check primary voltage is applied initiate trace per schematic
check call for heat is receiving voltage, initiate trace per schematic

manual reset parameters or re-flash control with factory files
clean or replace port
ice bath should read approximately 1K ohms, resistance increases with temperature
rewire as needed
test fans, check wiring,
install heat shield or alter proximity

check that transformer is receiving voltage on primary
plug in com cable
check speaker resistance and for evidence of short circuit to panel opposing lead
check for evidence of short

plug in unit, reset breakers
reset breaker

Further Action

check that IDB motor is running

enter factory menus and verify model type, parameters, and options are set to program control print specifications
check for debris in probe port
Check resistance of probe
check wiring of probe port for short or discontinuity
check that cooling fans are operational
check for external heat sources in proximity to control compartment
Heating system
Check that the heat switch at the base of the panel is in the on position
check that the door switch is registered as closed
check that cavity probe is registering correct temperature to induce call for heat
check that the fan is running
check if the high limit safety has been tripped
check that the DC supply is on and providing correct voltage (green indicator LED, 24VDC)
check if ignition module is in lockout (flash codes)
check that the gas supply is on
check that the gas valve internal to the unit is in the on position
check that the heat relay adjacent to the ignition module is engaging
check that the transformer adjacent to the ignition module is supply 24VAC from secondary contacts
check that ignition module registers call for heat (single flash)

Control system
check that the unit is plugged in and the supply panel /outlet breakers are not tripped
check that the circuit breaker (control panel) is on and passing voltage to the load contacts
check that the common transformer, below dc supply in main electrical compartment, is supplying 24VAC from
secondary contacts to pins J19.1/J19.3
check that com cable is connected between IO and control CPU
disconnect the speaker and test operation
disconnect the USB cable and test operation

Check
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If specific point or component is proven to be
source of error and further action does not
resolve issue refer to component failure
guide for confirmation of failure behavior
and replace component(s) as needed.

Note
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Door does not shut tight or leaks

Door does not open

DC supply is down

lights do not come on

check door latch condition
check condition and presents of center door gasket
check condition and presents of perimeter door gasket
check for presence of inner door glass

Disconnect DC lines and reset circuit breaker

reset circuit breaker
check for voltage at line supply

check if one or both bulbs are blown
check if DC supply is active

Vent probe error (Helix)

check that blower is receiving voltage and operating
check for obstructions in linear actuators path
check that all contact of helix relay are operating as intended

Check that helix relay is engaging
check that linear actuator is receiving voltage

Door system

DC system

Light system

verify that all drive settings are to factory specifications
Inspect convection fan for proper balance. Look for rusted or discolored blower wheel. Ensure all fan blades securely
welded to the wheel. Look for signs of obstruction or interference.
Water system
check that water supply is turned on external to oven
check the solenoids are wired properly and functioning
check flow regulator for obstructions
check that the correct size orifice is installed in flow regulator with pin gauge
check quench rate in factory settings (smart touch)
check the solenoids are wired properly and functioning
check the quench probe is functioning properly
check the solenoids are wired properly and functioning
check the quench probe is functioning properly
check the solenoids are wired properly and functioning
check hose clamps on solenoids
check drain gasket
Vent system
check that rotary solenoid is receiving voltage
check that flapper coupler is secure in correct orientation

check door switch is actuating properly
Check if unit is in preheat or cooldown. Fan will lock into high-speed in these modes

check that drive is outputting voltage to motor
check motor condition (scorched or damaged windings)
check blower wheel condition (seized, corrosion) and orientation for interference

check that control signals from IO are being received at drive terminals

check control parameters (touch screen) are setup for 0-10V speed control at appropriate voltages for each speed

verify that all drive settings are to factory specifications

check that linear actuator and blower are functional and synchronized
check for obstructions in linear actuators path
check helix gasket is installed and in correct orientation

Vent is not actuating (Helix)

Vent is not actuating (standard)

Water is pooling in body bottom

Drain probe is erroring

Quench is always/never active

water is pooling in cavity

Product is not receiving proper moisture

oven is vibrating

Fan only runs in one speed

Fan does not stop when door is open (cook modes)

fan is not running

check that VFD is on (display is lit)
check VFD display for error codes
check that VFD is in "rem" (remote) control mode
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look for breaks, corrosion
look for presence, breaks, corrosion
look for presence, breaks, corrosion
install inner door glass

if supply comes back online evaluate DC components for source of error (short circuit, increased amp draw).
Reconnect DC lines and individually test DC components to identify which disables supply.

triggers DC supply reset
initiate trace on line contacts per schematic

check for open circuit on light leads
check if indicator led illuminated on supply (see DC system)

blower on when actuator extended, blower off when actuator retracted. Check relay wiring to schematic
remove any obstructions to actuation
reorient or replace gaskets as needed to improve seal quality

test function through technician menus, check voltage at terminals, verify actuation
adjust flapper orientation and tighten as needed
test function through technician menus, check voltage at terminals, verify actuation, initiate trace on coils per
schematic
check voltage at relay terminals and actuator, address continuity issues where needed
check that blower is receiving rated voltage initiate trace per schematic, check blower capacitor is of correct farad
value.
remove any obstructions to actuation
test function through technician menus, check voltage at terminals, verify actuation

turn on water
test function through technician menus, check voltage at terminals, verify actuation
turn off water, dismantle water lines adjacent to regulator and remove obstructions
replace regulator with one of proper size
enter factory menus with 3228 code and verify parameters to control print
test function through technician menus, check voltage at terminals, verify actuation
monitor response of probe to stimuli through technician menus of control
test function through technician menus, check voltage at terminals, verify actuation
monitor response of probe to stimuli through technician menus of control
test function through technician menus, check voltage at terminals, verify actuation
visually inspect for leaks, tighten where applicable,
visually inspect for leaks, tighten where applicable, replace gasket if needed

adjust mounting to eliminate interference or replaced damage wheel

enter factory menus with 3228 code and verify parameters to control print
confirm signal presence at IO J2/J7 VFD control terminals and at associated terminals on drive, address continuity
issues if identified
with speed command engaged check drive output terminals for voltage, if no voltage is presents evaluate drive, if
voltage is present evaluate motor condition
replace motor
adjust mounting to eliminate interference or replaced damage wheel
view door status through technician menus. check voltage at door switch signal pin J11.2 (24VDC: Closed,
Floating: Open), manually actuate switch if voltage is not present in closed position
Change temperature setpoint, wait until setpoint is reached, or leave cooldown to verify
reset VFD settings to factory using parameter 6.10 (1010: Digital (manual controls), 1011: Analog (smart touch
controls))

check voltage at VFD terminals and EMI filter input/output. Initiate supply voltage trace per schematic
check for code on screen and in VFD's fault history. Take action based on code suggestion
select the LOCAL/REMOTE KEY on drive face to change control mode.
reset VFD settings to factory using parameter 6.10 (1010: Digital (manual controls), 1011: Analog (smart touch
controls))

HV100AB Symptom Guide

Item No.
Quantity

HV-100E

Full-Size Electric Hydrovection Oven

HV-100E

Project

Standard depth baking compartment - accepts five 18” x 26” standard fullsize baking pans in left-to-right positions.
All data is shown per oven section, unless otherwise indicated.
Refer to operator manual specification chart for listed model names.

EXTERIOR CONSTRUCTION








Fully welded angle-iron frame
Stainless steel front, top, sides and back
Simultaneous split door operation with catch-latch system
Triple mounted door design with turnbuckle assembly
Black glass doors with one piece curved handle
Dual pane tempered viewing window with hinged inner glass for easy cleaning
Modular slide out front control panel with major components for ease of service
 Retractable hand shower for ease of cleaning

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION






316 stainless steel coved corner liner for easy cleaning
Five stainless steel racks and ten rack positions
Two halogen interior lights for superior visibility
Drain in oven cavity
Up to 2.5” of super wool plus insulation for greater heat retention

OPERATION
OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
(AT ADDITIONAL CHARGE)

 Legs/casters/stands:
 11” (279mm) adjustable legs
 11” (279mm) seismic feet
 34” (864mm) stainless steel open stand with
rack guides
 SmartTouch touchscreen control allows cooking
with timer and core probe simultaneously. Includes
shelf timing, cooking compensation and multi-shelf
recipes. Holds up to 255 recipes.
 Extra stainless steel oven racks
 Additional core probe
 480 VAC, 3 phase
 Chicken roasting rack
 Mult-purpose fry rack
 Water pressure regulator
 Side heat shield
 Backflow preventer

 Standard control with function selection for hydro low, hydro high, hot air, and
cool down
 Retherm and Fry bands on control
 Six tubular heater element design
 Removeable core temperature probe
 Hydrovection cook modes provide low or high humidity
 Hot air cook mode for baking and pastries
 One touch cooking
 Four speed auto-reversing fan motor for even bake
 Cavity vent control provides ability to release steam at the push of a switch
 Thermostatically controlled quench system, Eco-Friendly

STANDARD FEATURES

 25” (635mm) adjustable stainless steel legs (for single units)
 8-1/2” (216mm) stainless steel legs with casters (for double sections)
 1 year parts and 1 year labor warranty
* For all international markets, contact your local distributor.

BLODGETT OVEN COMPANY
www.blodgett.com • 44 Lakeside Avenue, Burlington, VT 05401 • Phone: (802) 658-6600 • Fax: (802) 864-0183
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HV-100E
APPROVAL/STAMP

48.5 [1232]
45.2 [1148]
43.5 [1105]

48.5 [1232]
45.2 [1148]
43.5 [1105]

TOP VIEW
Double Stack

TOP VIEW
Single Oven

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES (MM)
REAR VIEW

25.6 [650]

3.4 [86]
0 [0]

3.4 [86]
0 [0]

66.12 (1679)

50.6 [1285]

4.3 [109]
D

2.97 (75)

1.3 [33]

38.1 [967]

32.7 [832]
VENT

D

15 (381)
0 [0]

21.7 [551]

0 [0]
3.9 [99]

4.9 [125]

0 [0]

25 [635]

0 (0)

SHORT FORM SPECIFICATIONS Provide Blodgett full-size hydrovection oven model HV-100E, (single/double) compartment with fully welded angle iron frame. Each compartment
shall have fully welded 316 stainless steel liner. Liner to be coved top and bottom. Unit shall accept five 18” x 26” standard full-size bake pans. Doors shall be triple mounted, black glass
with dual pane thermal glass windows, curved handle and simultaneous operation. Unit shall be electrically heated by six tubular heaters. Air in baking chamber distributed by single
inlet blower wheel powered by a four speed, auto-reversing, 3/4 HP motor with thermal overload protection. Each chamber shall be fitted with bright halogen lamps, and five standard
stainless steel removable racks. Retractable hose reel for easy cleanup. Unit shall have manual control with hydro low and hydro high moisture control, hot air and cool down modes.
Breaker shut off switch on front panel for easy service. 1 year parts and 1 year labor warranty Provide options and accessories as indicated.

DIMENSIONS:

Floor space
38.1” (967mm) W x 48.6” (1234mm) D
Interior
29” (737mm) W x 20” (508mm) H x 23.43” (595mm) D
Single oven on casters Add 4-1/2” (114mm) to height
Product clearance from combustible and non-combustible construction
Oven sides
0” (0mm) Blodgett recommends 4” clearance from any
heat source on the control panel side of the oven, an
optional heat shield should be considered
Oven back
6” (152mm)

WATER & DRAIN CONNECTION (per section):

MAXIMUM INPUT:

15kW per oven section

POWER SUPPLY:

V.A.C. Hz Phase
kW
208
60
3
15
240
60
3
15
440
60
3
15
480
60
3
15
3/4 H.P., 3 phase motor

Amperes (L1-L2-L3)
38/38/38
36/34/34
20/18/18
18/17/17

Drain
1” NPT drain connection Maximum drain temperature 140°F (60°C)
Water 3/4” NPT garden hose - cold water only
Appliance is to be installed with backflow protection in accordance with Federal,
State or Local codes.

MINIMUM ENTRY CLEARANCE:

WATER SUPPLY (per section):

Approx. Weight
Per section
450 lbs. (204 kg)			
Crate sizes
37-1/2” (952mm) x 43-1/2” (1105mm) x 51-3/4” (1315mm)
(2 crates required for double)

Good quality water feed is the responsibility of the owner. Water quality must be
within the following general guidelines.
TDS: 40-125 ppm
Silica: <13 ppm
Chloramine: <0.2 ppm

Hardness: 35-100 ppm
Chlorides: <25 ppm

pH: 7.0 - 8.5
Chlorine: <0.2 ppm

The best defense against poor water quality is a water treatment system
designed to meet your water quality conditions. Blodgett offers optional systems
from Optipure.
Water Pressure
30(min)-50(max) PSI
Water Consumption
2.5 - 4.0 GPH based on cooking mode
Printed in U.S.A.

Uncrated		
Crated		

SHIPPING INFORMATION:

NOTE: The company reserves the right to make substitutions of components without prior notice

NOTE: FOR COMMERCIAL USE ONLY
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25.56” (649mm)
37-1/2” (953mm)
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Item No.
Quantity

HV-100G

Full-Size Gas Hydrovection Oven

HV-100G

Project

Standard depth baking compartment - accepts five 18” x 26” standard fullsize baking pans in left-to-right positions.
All data is shown per oven section, unless otherwise indicated.
Refer to operator manual specification chart for listed model names.

EXTERIOR CONSTRUCTION








Fully welded angle-iron frame
Stainless steel front, top, back and sides
Simultaneous split door operation with catch-latch system
Triple mounted door design with turnbuckle assembly
Black glass doors with one piece curved handle
Dual pane tempered viewing window with hinged inner glass for easy cleaning
Retractable hand shower for ease of cleaning

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION






316 stainless steel coved corner liner for easy cleaning
Five stainless steel racks and ten rack positions
Two halogen interior lights for superior visibility
Drain in oven cavity
Up to 2.5” of Super Wool Plus insulation for greater heat retention

OPERATION

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
(AT ADDITIONAL CHARGE)

 Legs/casters/stands:
 11” (279mm) adjustable legs
 11” (279mm) seismic feet
 34” (864mm) stainless steel open stand with
rack guides
 SmartTouch touchscreen control allows cooking
with timer and core probe simultaneously. Includes
shelf timing, cooking compensation and multi-shelf
recipes. Holds up to 255 recipes.
 Extra stainless steel oven racks
 Additional core probe
 Chicken roasting rack
 Multi-purpose fry rack
 Water pressure regulator
 Side heat shield
 Backflow preventer

 Standard control with function selection for hydro low, hydro high, hot air, and
cool down
 Retherm and Fry bands on control
 Three inshot burners
 Direct spark ignition
 Removeable core temperature probe
 Hydrovection cook modes provide low or high humidity
 Hot air cook mode for baking and pastries
 One touch cooking
 Four speed auto-reversing fan motor for even bake
 Cavity vent control provides ability to release steam at the push of a switch
 Thermostatically controlled quench system, Eco-Friendly

STANDARD FEATURES

 25” (635mm) adjustable stainless steel legs (for single units)
 8-1/2” (216mm) stainless steel legs with casters (for double sections)
 1 year parts and 1 year labor warranty
* For all international markets, contact your local distributor.

BLODGETT OVEN COMPANY
www.blodgett.com • 44 Lakeside Avenue, Burlington, VT 05401 • Phone: (802) 658-6600 • Fax: (802) 864-0183
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HV-100G
APPROVAL/STAMP

51.0 [1295]
48.5 [1232]
45.2 [1148]

48.5 [1232]
45.2 [1148]
43.6 [1107]

43.6 [1107]
TOP VIEW
Single Oven

TOP VIEW
Double Stack

3.4 [86]

3.4 [86]

0 [0]

0 [0]

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [MM]

REAR VIEW

25.6 [650]

66.1 [1679]

4.28 [109]

38.1 [968]

D

15 [381]

32.7 831]
VENT

0 [0]

25 [635]

21.7 [551]

40.6 [1031]

3.3 [84]
2.6 [66]
1.2 [31]
0 [0]
9.0 [229]
FLUE

D

1.8 [46]
3.4 [86]

50.6 [1284]

0 [0]

0 [0]

SHORT FORM SPECIFICATIONS Provide Blodgett full-size hydrovection oven model HV-100G, (single/double) compartment with fully welded angle iron frame. Each compartment
shall have fully welded 316 stainless steel liner. Liner to be coved top and bottom. Unit shall accept five 18” x 26” standard full-size bake pans. Doors shall be triple mounted, black
glass with dual pane thermal glass windows, curved handle and simultaneous operation. Unit shall be heated by 60,000 BTU gas burner. Air in baking chamber distributed by single
inlet blower wheel powered by a four speed, auto-reversing, 3/4 HP motor with thermal overload protection. Each chamber shall be fitted with bright halogen lamps, and five standard
stainless steel removable racks. Retractable hose reel mounted just below the control for easy cleanup. Unit shall have manual control with hydro low and hydro high moisture control,
hot air and cool down modes. Breaker shut off switch on front panel for easy service. 1 year parts and 1 year labor warranty Provide options and accessories as indicated.

DIMENSIONS:

WATER & DRAIN CONNECTION (per section):

Floor space
Single
Double Stack

38.1” (968mm) W x 48.5” (1232mm) D
38.1” (968mm) W x 51” (1295mm) D
Interior
29” (737mm) W x 20” (508mm) H x 23.43” (595mm) D
Single on casters Add 4-1/2” (114mm) to height
Product clearance from combustible and non-combustible construction
Oven sides
0” (0mm) Blodgett recommends 4” clearance from any
heat source on the control panel side of the oven, an
optional heat shield should be considered
Oven back
6” (152mm)
Minimum Entry Clearance
Uncrated
25.6” (650mm)
Crated
37-1/2” (953mm)

GAS SUPPLY (per section):
3/4” NPT
Inlet Pressure:		
Natural 7.0” W.C. static to unit
Propane 14.0” W.C. static to unit

Maximum Input:
Single 60,000 BTU/hr
Double 120,000 BTU/hr

POWER SUPPLY (per section):

WATER SUPPLY (per section):

Good quality water feed is the responsibility of the owner. Water quality must be
within the following general guidelines.
TDS: 40-125 ppm
Hardness: 35-100 ppm pH: 7.0 - 8.5
Silica: <13 ppm
Chlorides: <25 ppm
Chlorine: <0.2 ppm
Chloramine: <0.2 ppm
The best defense against poor water quality is a water treatment system designed
to meet your water quality conditions. Blodgett offers optional systems from
Optipure.
Water Pressure
30(min)-50(max) PSI
Water Consumption
2.5 - 4.0 GPH based on cooking mode

SHIPPING INFORMATION:

Standard
115VAC, 10 amp, Nema 5-20R dedicated receptacle
Option
208/240VAC, 5 amp, Nema 6-15 dedicated receptacle
Export
Export voltages available on request
Blodgett recommends a Pass & Seymour, model 2095, GFCI for this oven
model due to the use of a variable frequency drive.
Printed in U.S.A.

Drain
1” NPT drain connection Maximum drain temperature 140°F (60°C)
Water
3/4” NPT garden hose - cold water only
Appliance is to be installed with backflow protection in accordance with Federal,
State or Local codes.

Approx. Weight
Per section
520 lbs. (236 kg)			
Crate sizes
37-1/2” (952mm) x 43-1/2” (1105mm) x 51-3/4” (1315mm)
(2 crates required for double)
NOTE: The company reserves the right to make substitutions of components
without prior notice

NOTE: FOR COMMERCIAL USE ONLY
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